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A GEOGRAPHICAL ERROR

The Courier-Gazette

This from the Lewiston Journal's
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable In excellent State (That column:
advance; single copies three cents.
“Searsport boys' band showed up
Advertising rates based upon circula
well ln a recent summer concert.
tion and very reasonable.
But Knox County ls only one of 16 ln
Maine that could do the same thing.’’
But why pick on Knox County;
•••
Our life ls what our thoughts
make It - Marcus Aurelius.
according to our geography Searsport
is in Waldo County.

GOLF CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP

ONE YEAR AGO

Merrill And Emery Are Now Engaged
In Fighting It Out

THREE-TIMES. A-WEEK

WILBERT SNOW
“Poet of Maine Coast"

Poetry Reading and Lecture on
Modern American Poetry
Expert comment on Mr. Snow's work says: “He has discovered a
new frontier when all our frontiers seemed to have vanished."
—Eda Lou Walton ln New York Herald Tribune.

DON’T MISS HIM

Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn lhat—

By virtue of their winning ways ln j
golfdom, Ike Merrill, former Maine
The Republicans made their “vie ,
,
,
_
...
i.
State champion, and Albert Emery
tory tour" through Knox County.__ ,
,__ ,___ ,,___ .
/The party Included Senators Hale University of Pennsylvania golf mem
and White and Congressman Nelson. ber, will battle it out today in a 36Rockland saw a nearly total eclipse hole match for the club champion
ship.
of the sun.
Both players have successfully con
J. B. Pearson & Co announced that quered all opposition during the
its plants ln Thomaston, Brooks and week with some clever golf, and It
will not be far amiss to predict that
Cornish would be opened.
the winner will shoot par golf or
The Central Maine was building better.
power lines ln Appleton, Lincolnville Keen interest Is also manifest in
and Bremen
the outcome of the beaten eight ■
Ray Olsen of Union was engaged as tournament anc*
consolatlon
,
„
. , _ ,, .
.
flight. The two contestants for the
football coach at Rockland High
, former are A c McLoon
E R
Dr. Irving Tuttle went to Chula I Veazie. while Prank Tlrrell and John
Vista, Calif, to establish a clinic and McLoon seek the latter prize. With
these matches at stake today plenty
the foundation of a hospital.
of material should be furnished for
the winter’s stove-pipe tournaments.!
POSTOFFICE BURGLARIZED
This week's ladies’ tournament was
__ _ ..
. ...
.
copped by Mrs. Homer E. Robinson,
The Southport postofflee was burg. , ' . .
___ *
. ,
'
who turned In a gross card of 102.
lanzed yesterday morning by two J second prize was carried off by Mrs. 1
men who escaped in an automobile, Prank Tlrrell who finished two
leaving behind about $40 as their car strokes behind the winner.
plunged over the cliff. The total
amount obtained was $150. Arrests
are expected.
Cor. Main and Pleasant Sts.
>4 MJ/tf Ml Ml M« MJMFMJ

JACK GREEN’S

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

DANCE
SO. THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
FRIDAY EVENING, SEPT. 1
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
Six Pieces

TICKETS 40 CENTS

sw sw

»w i,’/. iv/iWiV/'it /

BASEBALL
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
AUGUSTA MILLIONAIRES

iw

WEEKEND AND LABOR DAY
Lovel andn Covell’s Master
piece Chocolates, pound
60c
Special Holiday Pound Pack
age of Chocolates,
25c
DAILY AND SUNDAY PAPERS
Ice Cream Parlor Always Open

40;

40

City-Conscious Councillors
One of the outstanding merits of the new charter
is that it eliminates ward politics.

Councillors are

nominated by petition instead of party and represent

VS.

no particular district.

ST. GEORGE

Hence they are city-conscious

instead of ward-conscious.

AT ST. GEORGE FIELD

40:

Knox County

We are pleased to announce the official opening
today of our New Service Station

of the

THE LOG CABIN FILLING STATION

THOMASTON

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

The Consumer's Responsibility:

Every individual, man and woman, who buys anything, owes it to
himself and his community and to the nation, to buy only from those
Employers who have taken the increased burden of Increasing pay
rolls to bring back prosperity. This is to the selfinterest of the con
sumer because no citizen can fail to share ln this added prosperity.
It will reflect Itself in increased values for everything he owns. It will
make his present position more secure toy reversing the process of
deflation.
So Every Consumer Should Sign the Consumer's Pledge, which com
mits him to do his part ln this great national economic experiment.
The duty of every citizen of Rockland ls therefore plain. The Presi
dent has said:
"On the basis of this simple principle of everybody doing things
together, we are starting out on this Nation-wide attack on unemploy
ment. It will succeed if our people understand It—in the big indus
tries, in the little shops. In the great cities and in the small villages.
There ls nothing complicated about It and there is nothing particu
larly new in the principle It goes back tQ the basic idea of society and
of the Nation itself that people acting in a group can accomplish
things which no indivdual acting alone could even hope to bring
about."
Rockland must do Its part ln this great plan. It has never failed’
when the nation called and it will not fail now.
R P. SAVILLE,
Chairman N. R. A. Committee.

CENTURY OF PROGRESS

National Bank

Specializing in
MOBILGAS. MOBILOIL, MOBIL LUBRICATION

Aug. 30, 1933, the Board of Trustees de-

Let us serve you
dared a dividend of 20 per cent on the waiver

G. A. LAWRENCE COMPANY

accounts, which is payable Oct. 2, 1933, at the

banking rooms in Thomaston. Maine.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

104-105

LABOR DAY

BUY PAINT NOW

AT

WALDOBORO
Full Day’s Program Starting 9 A. M.

BASEBALL
PARADE
DINNER
COMPLETE PROGRAM FIELD EVENTS
CONCERT 7 TO 8

FREE STREET DANCE
Sketch Club Acts Between Dances

For Tru« Economy

prepared paint

104’It

Oakland Park
25c Admission

Du Pont Prepared Paint is produced
by the same famous laboratories that
AINTING co«f» are mounting, but
created Duco—and with the tame
you can still buy du Pont paints scientific care. Pre-tested on du Pont
at close to rock-bottom prices. A few"paint farms’* before it reaches you
gallons protects and beautifies thou
— rested to spread further," wear
sands of dollars worth of property.
longer, look better. Specify du Pont
Now — at present prices—painting is
Prepared Paint—it mesas money ia
a better investment than ever.
your pocket!

P

J. A. JAMESON CO.

LEO DOUCETTE AND HIS BAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hear him play special arrangements of beautiful
dance music

awl

ADMISSION

The Employer’s Responsibility:

N. R. A calls upon every employer to shorten hours of labor, so as
to make room for more employes.
Each Industry will before long adopt Its own code which will fix the
increased labor obligations to be assumed toy all firms associated with
that particular industry. Until that time all employers are asked to
sign the President's Agreement and to meet the hours and wages
established in that Agreement. This Agreement is sometimes referred
to as the Blanket Code.
The success of N. R. A. therefore calls for the co-operation of
Every Employer.
It is to the employer's selfinterest to do this. Why? Because more
people working, with bigger payrolls, will Increase the market for his
goods. Every dollar spent by an Employer now for increased payroll
will return many fold as business flows from a consuming public, once
more able to supply its unfilled needs.
So Every Employer Should Sign the President's Agreement At Once.

Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
I want to thank you for the article
1 In your issue of Aug 19 on Old St.
j George M. E. Church, Philadelphia
of which I have the honor to be
pastor.
I want to thank you also on your
editorial, 'Voting on Repeal," appear
ing in thc same issue. It is refreshing
to find an editor interested sufficient
ly in the welfare of the people and
with the courage to give them the
facts concerning the question of pro
hibition and repeal.
The two major parties by their
j spokesmen have not only deplored the
baneful influence of the liquor forces
| In politics, but they have declared
’ | themselves against the return of thc
saloon; yet less than six months after
! the Democratic Party came Into
I power, we find not only the saloon
back, as bad lf not worse than ever,
but the liquor crowd again in poli
tics—indeed have they ever been out?
In Philadelphia we have not only
hundreds of tap-rooms that make
no pretense at keeping the law, but
almost every restaurant in the city
sells beer to the disgust of many
people who look vainly for a place to
eat a meal without thc presence of
booze. Over 3000 licenses have been
issued ln Philadelphia alone. The
liquor dealers have already deemed

ball or not should heed Coach Sezak's Certainly that ls an Incentive for
' invitation to be out for practice at
°Ut„an^°
_
x
__ . best and Incidentally boost the prrsI Community Park Friday forenoon t ti?p Qf thp Lincoln street Institution.
9.30. Most of them will be eager
Here is the schedule for the com! to get into the fray, and
ing season, which opens Sept. 16:
: of them will want to see how the
Sept. 16—Rockland at Brunswick.
teams "prospects" show up
Sept 23—Skowhegan at Rockland.
j The new coach, himself an ex- I Sept 30— Rockland at Belfast.
1 Varsity player is full of enthusiasm Oct. 7—Rockland at Camden.
and ambition, and he wants to sec
Oct. 14—Bar Harbor at Rockland.
Rockland High take its place in the | Oct 21—Rockland at Brewer.
I sun this fall
Oct 28—Rockland at Hallowell
' “There will be a chance for every
Nov. 4—Gardiner at Rockland.
body on the squad to play some," he j Nov. ll—Camden at Rockland.

NOTICE
TO DEPOSITORS

To Our Many Friends and Patrons of Rockland and

25 CENTS

The N. R. A. plan is designed to put five million men back on pay
rolls in a short time.
When this Is done. 20.000,090 (assuming four to each wage earner's
family) will suddenly toe placed in position to buy thc normal necessi
ties of life That means that the total trade volume of the nation will,
upon the complete acceptance of this plan, 'be lifted by from 10 to 20
percent.
Rockland will have a definite share ln this increased prosperity to
the extent that it participates In the plan, so there is a responsibility
on every citizen here to co-operate to the utmost to make this gigantic
national plan a complete success. Every Employer and every Con
sumer has a definite responsibility to assume.

Rockland High
School
boys,, says, “and every member of the squad
40 1 'vhether
they have ever played foot- 1 will be taken on every trip.”

ANNOUNCEMENT

TONIGHT

MAINE AND PROHIBITION

R. H. S. TACKLES THE PIGSKIN

This advrrtiM-ment is sponsored by Voters of Rockand

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

25 CENTS

PAINTS

VARNISHES

The youngsters in the Century of
Progress contest are digging for the
much coveted votes that will earn
them a trip to the World's Pair in Oc
tober. Tommy Pietroski and Ralph
Rawley are staging a battle royal
along Main street with Tommy a
j little In the lead. Donna deRochemont and Elizabeth Breen are close
behind the boys and bid fair to be
well up in front.
A11 of thc contestants have courtesy
cards and within the week, some alert
schoolboy or girl will rap on your door
and explain the cards and contest,
j asking you to save votes for them,
j The cards contain a list of merchants
' who give votes and believe ln giving
the youngsters a chance to earn an
excellent trip, after which, they will
1 visit the different schools and relate
their experiences at the fair
Saturday's Oourier-OaZette wlll
carry the standing of the contestants
and all votes that are to count on
, this week's score must be in by noon
on Friday

DUCO

Group." Whom do they propose to
protect themselves against? and how?
This protective group of liquor
men complain "that despite the State
statute, 50% of the tap-rooms In one
section alone are giving free lunch or
inducements with their beer." An
other charge ls "that young girls are
being used illegally as waitresses to
encourage the drinking of beer" Even
the attorney for this liquor group says
"many tap-rooms do not have the
required 40 chairs in the room with
the bar."
So—we have the bar back, the old
brass foot-rail back and everything
else that went with the saloon, plus
a whole lot more, with the liquor
crowd admitting the breakdown of
the law in less than six months. 1
have seen ln these so-called tap
rooms, as I have passed by. women
sitting and drinking and smoking
cigarettes with the men, children
standing around or running ln and
out freely.
Some one has well asked, “Now, If
consistency ls to prevail in thinking,
the liquor crowd ought to agitate tor
the wiping out of the law allowing
3.2 beer, for they gave the illegal sell
ing of liquor as one of their major
reasons for doing away with prohibi
tion. The liquor business never was
(Continued on Page Eight)

LABOR DAY AT ST. GEORGE
Twilight League To Have Its Climax There—There Will
Be Attractions For Everybody
St, Oeorge seems destined to be the i fifty-five dollar prizes, hitherto un
capital of Knox County on Labor announced, will be made known.
Day. and will offer a varied enter- ,**»*«» Ute forenoon and early
. .. .
afternoon, the track events will take
tainment that ought to suit the most place, with prizes for all of the wlnflnical person.
{ ners
To begin with the climax in the
A full fledged midway will be ln
Knox and Lincoln Twilight league progress, with ample chance to eat
Is to be staged there with games on the grounds.
between Rockland and 8t. Oeorge at
After the games there will be an
10 a. m. and 3 p. m. and a game evening of fun during which the
between Thomaston and Camden at I pleasure-seekers will see the "St.
5 p. m.
I Oeorge Scrapbook." theatricals by
During the Thomaston-Camden 8t. Oeorge Ball Club; two one-act
game the purse of S55 will be award- I plays and vaudeville; ten beautiful
ed to the team which has won the; chorines: the Quivering Quartet,
championship of the second half of those Vendors of Melody, the Clogthe split season; also the prize of ging Twins. Interpretations of PaS55 will be awarded to the team ' mous Men. Tlie Long 'n Short of It,
which Is adjudged to have shown the Whit and His Whiffle Pipe. The
best sportsmanship
The cham-' Crooning Sisters of Song. Jokes. Bufpionship will not be settled until' foonery. Dancing after the show at
Labor Day. and meantime Judges will | Odd Fellows hall. Tenant's Harbor,
have selected the team believed to j All players of the Knox-Lincoln
have shown the best sportsmanship League will be invited guests of the
The name of the donor of the three I St. Oeorge ball team

MAN WITH A BLACK EYE

WILBERT SNOW. POET

Tomorrow Nights Entertain

Summer Visitor At Port Clyde Claims To Have Been
Robbed—Donald Wilson Held

ment In Thomaston Will

Delight Audience

Underneath all the apparent superflcialties of the times it is gratify
ing to be able to detect a very genu
ine appicclation of thc artistic. The
appeal of poetry and good music to
the finer senses of mankind is the
gauge by which we measure such
appreciation, and possibly concern
ing no one ln the modern poetic field
ls there more said than has been
said for "the Poet of the Maine
Coast.”, Editors and book reviewers
have alike been struck by the under
standing heart that could conceive
and bring forth the accurate descrip
tions of Maine Coast life that Mr.
Snow has produced.
Not long since, generous attention
In the Sunday book department of
“What do you think of the acoustics, the New York Herald Tribune was
Mrs. Nurich?" asked her neighbor.
given to Mr. 8now, for certainly a
"Let everybody worship ln his own column with an Illustration of his
way, is my motto."
work Is very good attention. Quot
ing a couple of Professor Snow's
lyrics the reviewer remarked:
ANOTHER BIG
"He has Identified himself with a
DANCE AND VAUDEVILLE
homogeneous and simple people in
EAST UNION PAVILION
whom life ls still allowed Its natural
outlet of adventure, just when It
Under New Management
seemed that America had no such
SATURDAY NIQHT, SEPT. 2
people left. Thts is his value as a
8 P. M. Standard Time
poet. With complete sympathy he
WHISTLIN’ BOB with hia Jokes can depict a llfe which has great
MADEMOISELLE PIGAULT with
human significance because It ls. as
yet, not at all distorted by civiliza
her acrobatic stunts and tap danc
tion."
ing—Many Other Novelties
The writer of this tribute was Eda
Admission: Men 35c; I-adir.s 15c
Lou Walton, expert critic.
•104&105
The true poetry must uncover thc
beauty which it attempts to describe;
it must reveal the homely in true
proportions; the reader must feel the
spray of the ocean and smell the

HaveYourOldHat
Renewed

DANCE
AT COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD

SAT. NIGHT, SEPT. 2
ENAMELS

Volume 88.................... Number 104

i
ROCKLAND’S PART IN N. R. A.
i Summer Visitor Analyzes Present Situation and Bids Our
i
People Stand Firm
Employer Has Responsibilities In This Emergency, i
i
And So Has the Consumer
Bayside. Me., Aug 22.
It advisable to form a “Protective

VOTE FOR THE NEW CHARTER SEPTEMBER 11

GAME CALLED AT 3.00 P. M.

25c Admission

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, August 31, 1933

Thursday
Issue

Musio by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladles 15c
62Th-tf

Port Clyde popped Into the spot glasses and give him a break. It
light again Tuesday night when the wasn't clear to the witness what all
State Police and sheriff's depart this meant, but he says that Wilson
struck him several blows In the
ment were called there to investi- stomach and that he "passed out of
gate an alleged case of assault and j the picture."
battery, accompanied by robbery
j William Gordon who had witDcputy Sheriff Ludwick and State nessed the early part of the attack
Patrolman Shaw, who went ln re- went to the home of Sidney Davis,
sponse to the call, arrested Donald got him out of bed. and they went
Wilson.
| to the scene, finding Randall on the
J. Howard Randall of Campello. j ground In a semi-conscious condlMass,, a summer visitor at Port tion. Randall said that one of his
Clyde, stopping this summer at the two wallets containing about a dolhomc of Sidney H. Davis, appeared lar's worth of change had disapin Judge Dwinal's court yesterday peared. Another wallet, containing
as the complainant, and exhibited a , bills, was Intact.
badly blackened eye to confirm hts! Mr. Davis did not think Wilson
story that he had been pummeled Intoxicated, as he detected no odor
by Wilson.
of booze, the man's speech was clear
Thc two, together with several' and he walked all right,
other men, had been at Morse's! Deputy Ludwick and Mr Shaw did
grocery store during the night, and not consider the man Intoxicated,
when it closed Wilson who had been ’ Judge Dwinal found "probable
drinking, according to Mr. Randall, cause" and held Wilson for the NoInslsted upon going along with him.' vember term of Superior Court, in
As they came to thc lighthouse road | the sum of $1000.
Wilson, so the testimony went, sug- i County Attorney Burrows for the
gested that. Randall take off his'State; Tlrrell for the respondent.

i

"pine-scented breath of the forest." YOUR FAVORITE POEM
as he reads. This is thc experience
one has as he reads:
And let it be morning after rain
And fog and storm have bullied us a
week.—
The glad note In thc gulls Is here again.
The driftwood on the ahorc is new;
waves speak
The madness they have revelled In: each
one
Breaking upon the beach, shouts to the
•un.

The reviewer for the New York
Times has said. "Snow is most truly
a folk poet,” and to this. William
Rose Benet of the Saturday Review
added, "Mr Snow is a tough New
Englander and the salt of the sea
ts in him." Yet another critic finds
that "He has discovered a new fron
tier when all our frontiers seemed
to have vanished.
Countless other examples could be
offered as proof that there Is a very
genuine appreciation of the artistic
these days, and it is with the ut
most assurance that Mr Snow ts
being offered to the public in what
will be his only appearance this sea
son in this vicinity. Seekers after
fine entertainment will find It ln
abundant measure tomorrow nigh*
at Walls hall. Thomaston, at 8.15
o'clock when he will give a poetry
reading and lecture on a timely sub
ject. Other local artists will add
their musical talents to the program.
Church of St. John. Baptist ls spon
soring this appearance of Mr. Snow.

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes ls a losa
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER
I remember, I remember
The house where I was born.
The little window where the sun
Came peeping ln at morn
He never came a wink too soon.
Nor brought too long a day;
But now I often wish the night
Had borne my breath away!

I remember, I remember
The roses, red and white.
The violets, and the lily-cups.—
Those flowers made of light!
The lilacs where the robin built.
And where my brother set
The laburnum on his birthday.—
The tree Is living yet!
I remember. I remember
Where I was used to swing.
And thought the air must rush as
fresh
To swallows on the wing;
My spirit flew In feathers then.
That Is so heavy now,
And summer pools could hardly cool
The fever on my brow!

I remember. I remember
The flr-trees dark and high;
I used to think their slender tops
Were close against the sky.
It was a childish Ignorance,
But now ’tls little Joy
To know I’m farther off from heaven
Than when I was a boy.
—Thomas Hood.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 31, 1933
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NOTICING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I had fainted, unless I had believed
to see the goodness of the Lord in
the land of the living —Psalm 27:13.

■V ■ V .

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
0 STAMPS

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ASK FOR
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
ST.AMPS

I

♦ <>♦♦♦♦ 4,4,4,+l>++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Have any of this paper's
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
«> ♦

THAT when your car finds itself j
behind one of those formidable broad I
shouldered busses you experience a
sensation of helpless Inferiority.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
SI.OD - SI,29
lid S1.98

Serve Food a Chef Would Envy

♦

MAINE SHORE ALIVE

THAT the L. A. Thurston house on
Old County road m its style of archi-'
tecture and the sweep of its grounds'
gives a happy suggestion of thc old!
Colonial places that always delight
the eye.

Most beautiful styles we have ever had at

kV\[

rtf V

V_ _ t
if?

A

LOBSTERS

t; ?*

lb

Armour’s Star-Swift’s Premium

THAT the figures on the Massa-!
chusetts number plates are of a
graceful design which is retained withj
each yearly change.

’S'

10 to 12 Pound Average

♦*
THAT it's many a long year since,
you've been treated to the one-time
Main street spectacle of a drunk held
| in a wagon by a policeman on his way '
with the poor fellow to the lockup.

J

The 1.29 number will equal the value of
many dresses sold at 1.59 to 1.98 in other

<s> ■?>

stores.

THEIR EYES VPON MAINE
Under the heading "Watch Maine," [
our thoroughly moistened content-i
porary, the New York Herald Tribune,
suggests a possibility that Old Pine
Tree may not follow the example
set by its fellow commonwealths.
The situation, it adds, is giving repealists anxiety. This is good news'
and should further serve to hearten i
that great group of our citizenry that
declines to sympathize with the des
perate attempt, whose background is [
the organized liquor forces of the;
country, to take away from Maine the
laws supporting prohibition, under j
which its people have for generations ,
been prosperous and happy. It is |
these laws entrenching prohibition[
in the constitution that the liquor
forces are aiming at. Once the repeal,
of the Eighteenth Amendment is ac
complished. the Maine Law will be
their next point of attack. Let the
dry forces by now opposing repeal set
up here their first line of defence.

c, *

IMONTON’

ARE WE PAYING OI K BILLS?
The Lowell Thomas radio hour last
evening, at which Fannie Hurst assist
ed, was given over to discussing a
present-day feature which touches
very closely the merchants who in
the past months have sold to their
customers on credit. The point
stressed was, that with the gradual
Increase in available funds, the mer
chants who gave this credit and so
carried the people over a period ol
distress, are not receiving a Just pro
portion of the money that should bt
available for relief of these accounts
still carried upon the charge book.
We should be fair to these merchants.
They have nobly borne their share ot
the burden. It should now be our
business to see that with all possible
dispatch we pay in for these waiting
accounts every dollar possible to b
spared from the family pocket-book.

,

♦
+
♦

H
STEAKS
I Top Round, lb. 29c

THAT the flanks of Dodges Moun
tain sloping to the valley and spread
over with the luxuriant growth of
trees, is a picture to look upon, and
with which some day will be joined
the impressive homes of the summer,,
colonists.

New Lot House Dresses for
Holiday Sale $1, $1.59, $1.98

♦ ♦

THAT motorists don't like to have
advertising matter thrown into theli
parked cars.

LUGGAGE

Cubed Steak, lb.
29c
Rump Steak, lb. 25c, 35c
Fresh Pork Steak, lb. 25c
ARMOUR’S STAR
SWIFT’S PREMIUM

SLICED, Pound,
IN STRIP, Pound,

BACON

POT ROAST, lb.

♦ *

THAT Everett Spear's is the only
business place on Main street whose
front is attractively set off with the
clinging ivy.
♦ <?>
THAT the trains of cars loaded}
with limerock for the kilns make an
exceedingly pleasant figure in the
Northend scenery.

Steamer Trunks
$5.98 up

27c
17c

15c

OVEN ROAST, lb. 19c
PIG SHOULDERS, 16c

BEST CUTS, lb.

10c

SECOND CUTS, lb.

8c

♦♦

General Purpose Trunks
$8.95 up
Week-End Cases
$1.69-1.98-2.98-3.98
Genuine Leather, Zipper Bags
$2.95

THAT these occasional mornings ol
brilliant sunshine and the wind in!
the right quarter, the day for your
trip to CadiUac. constitute one of the
Joyous features of the summer.

FANCY
LEAN

eats
RUMP ROAST

BEEF, lb.

15c

SHORT
SHANK

SLICED
LB.

BOILED HAM

31c

SHOULDERS

11c

2

25c

LB.
♦♦
THAT when your golfing associate
LAMB
gets down on his knees, takes a long
USUAL
J.
SIMONTON
CO
.
fBrarajarajafgrazraararajgfaraizjcj
LEGS, lb.
Yesterday the occupant of a car
squinting sight over the top of the
LBS.
QUALITY
ball, caretully manipulates his putter j
bearing an out of state plate drew up
FOREQUARTERS
Waldoboro
and after much further deliberation
to one of our city police and asked
ab r bh tb po a C eventually shoots for the cup, he p
NEWLY CORNED
LAMB, lb.
to be directed to the house in which
Fancy Brisket, lb.
14c
Sukeforth. If .... 3 1 2 3 0 0
Edna St. Vincent Millay was born.
usually misses it.
Thick
Rib,
lb.
14c
SHANKS OF
<•> 'i*
The information was supplied and But Climax Of the Twilight League Promises To Be a Very Boggs. 2b ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Middle Rib, lb.
6c
Bums), c ........ 3 0 0 0 9
THAT the audiences present on
the visitor with becoming acknowl
HAM, lb.
Highly
Sensational
One
Sherman,
ss
....
2
1
0
0
0
0
these summer concert programs
edgments drove off. The birthplace
NATIVE
SLICED TO FRYR. Brewer, 3b .... 0 2 0 0 1 2
testify to the warm place that music
of the poet lies on Broadway, two
........................................
occupies in the hearts of our people. j
doors south from Limerock street, a Tonight’s game—Rockland at Wal- : duration Tuesday night, that the Kuhn, lb ........ 2 1 2 2 3 0
HAM, lb.
$> «>
double house, the northern tenement (icboro.
' game |n Waldoboro went, Only 44 M. Brewer, rf .... 2 1110 0
PK.
THAT when you read of the atten
of which was occupied by the parents Friday nieht-Thomaston at Rock- lnn
Hi]ton csmp;?tel. b3ffled Benner, cf ___ 2 0 1110
Hilton,
p
-----2
0
0
0
0
1
of the child who was destined in later land (a postponed game*.
tions showered upon Charles and Ann
years to achieve distinction as our Saturday afterr.oon-Augusta Mil- ^he Thomaston batters, whom he
-j
7
. . ,
.
.
lionaires at St. George (exhibition held to two hiis, one a long fly by
17 6 6 T 14 3 1
country s foremost poet.
gamel.
Don
which ,.ent for tWQ
STEWING BEEF
WHOLE
o
mas ton
1
This paper repeats what it has on
....
bases Walker who had pitched a
ab r bh tb PO a e
several occasions urged upon public I
The League Standing
STEWING
LAMB
SQUASH, lb.
nine Inning game only two days be
Two-base hits, Sukeforth. Robbins.
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Grafton. If ..
attention, namely the setting up of With a lead of two games over St
LEAN
HAMBURG
fore held Waldoboro to six hits.
Graham
Flour,
5
lbs.
23c
markers that shall serve to identify Oeorge and two and one-half games
....
. , . ,
Dimick. 3b .... . 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 Base on balls, off Hilton 2. off Wal
SAGE
ver Waldoboro, the Rockland Tex- three of which were made m the last
IM. Sawyer, c . 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 4. Struck out. by Hilton 8, by ■
to such visitors, as well as to those of
Wax Paper, 2 rolls 15c
acos are in an enviable position, inning. Or.e of these was a double
CHEESE, lb.
. 2 0 'i 0 7 0 0 1 Walker 2. Sacrifice hit, Boggs.
later generations the places that bear thou?h there are still
hurdle- fcj.
SuWcrth bringing in two j 5^ lb
Ivory Soap, 5 cakes 25c
. 2 0 0 0 0 3 0' Double piays. R. Brewer and Kuhn;
an associational interest.
to make before the championship is
Walker.
PIG’S LIVER
The
returned
HUIS. A dOUb.e p.ay b> L. Sawyer _
.
Paper Napkins, 3 pkg 25c MILD
The vliitnr
visitor u-h.-i
who made
made 0,1*
this inonirv
inquiry resumed.
Today's fienretfigures:
. 1 0 1 1 0 0 0! L. Sawyer and Dimick. Umpires,
PC
and
Dimick.
which
happened
so
sudHAMBURG
STEAK
Scorer.
was Col. Fay Warrington Brabson
Won Lost
L. Sawyer, ss . 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 Wcodlock and Howard.
Grape Juice, qt.
29c CHEESE, lb.
.819 denly that everybody was dazed, ex2
US A., a devotee of the poems of Rockland
2 0 '• 0 i 2 0 Winslow.
Armour’s Milk 3 cans 18c
St. George ........ 8
S
616 tricated Thomaston from a bad
• • • •
PHILA. CREAM,
Edna St. Vincent Millay, he said, and Wa dcbord
. 2 0 1 2 0 0 0
6
4
.600 equation in the second inning.
St.
George
4,
Thomaston
2
Borax Soap, 10 cakes 25c
Interested therefore in the place of Thomaston
5
417
7
Maurice Sawyer pitched winning
CREAM,
- .PKGS
Tire game was unusual in that
FANCY
her birth. Many others would be. Camden
Tomato Juice, 3 cans 25c
11
084
17 0 2 3 12 8 2 ball at Community Park last nighi
• • • •
onl}’ two flies went within reach of
motoring Route 1, were a marker to
• Dimick out for attempted bunt holding St. George to six singles
MEDIUM
FOWL, lb.
the outfielders.
Waldoboro 6, Thomaston 0
Unsteady backing put his work at
on third strike.
present the story to their attention.
N. B. C. ASSORTED
21 ARS
Waldoboro .......... 0 10 5 x—6 naught however and Thomaston was
The score:
The twilight was of such brief
CREAM
NATIVE
COOKIES
defeated. Westberg was hit for 10
LET VS BE BRIEF
bases, but on two occasions fanned [
lb. box
CHICKENS, lb.
FANCY
the last man when his team was in
We confidently venture the asser
danger, and was aided also by the I
CELERY, bnch
fact that Thomaston hit. into two I
tion that no newspaper more highly
double
plays.
On
another
occasion
values the kindness of its correspond
GOLDEN BANTAM
Monaghan's fine catch of Walker's j
ents. or is favored by a more widely
1 line drive proved a llfesaver.
CORN, dozen
distributed group of them, than that
In the fourth inning Hopkins hit*
a long fly into right field, and a hard ’
cut of which this paragraph is now
RED RIPE
running ca'.ch by “Doug” Walker!
addressing itself to the eye. There
QUART JARS, dozen 89c
i robbed him of a double.
are certain rules cf a newspaper that
TOMATOES Sul.
One of the busiest men on the St. f
79c
PINT
JARS,
dozen
present themselves, more or less
George team was Maurice Simmons. (
] who nailed five flies in center field.
CALIFORNIA
9c
apologetically, respecting contribu
PAROWAX, cake
A nice catch by Orafton was another
470 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
tions with which its friends favor it
25c
ORANGES,
VINEGAR, gallon,
j outfield achievement.
One of these relates to column space,
St. George's infield star was Jit J
which has to contend with the length
Ricker whose three assists were of [
COOKING
xx
MUSTARD
of articles submitted This supplies
a high type. Pelt accepted elgh'.
APPLES, peck
CELERY SEED
chances out of nine, some of them
one of the reasons why the paper
very difficult.
urges upon contributors the merit of
The score:
condensation. These are busy days.
St. George
Derby Corned Beef Hash, can
19c R. & R. Chicken,
can 32c
Note yourself how the hours hurry
ab r bh tb po a e
0
I
Ricker,
ss
......
3
11113
Jell-O,
package 05c
Sweet Mixed Pickles,
quart 25c
you along. Brevity is not only the
Hopkins. 2b .... 4 0 0 0 1 1 0
soul of wit, it is also a high merit of
Three
Crow
Vanilla,
bottle
25c
Orange
Pekoe
Tea,
1-2
lb.
bag 15c
0
Monaghan.If .... 4 0 112 0
the newspaper story and commands a
Westberg, p ..... 4 11112 0
New
Frigidaire
Cooler
Latest
Model
in
the
City
Marshmallow,
14 oz. can 19c Spanish Peanuts,
lb 19c
wide circle of readers who turn away
’ Archer, c .......... 4 0 115 1
M. Simmons, cf 4 1 1 1 5 0
from the article of length.
Davidson, lb .... 4 0 0 0 9 0 0
White. 3b ........ 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
KNEW KEENE'S SON
[ Lowell, rf ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 OS
CAFFEIN FREE
11. Simmons, rf .... 11110 0 0
Package
Chance Parking Along’ide Nebraska
—
1
We
Believe
In
Giving
the
Best
Food
Obtainable
and
Plenty
Of
It
—
Most
For
Car Made the World Smaller
Pound
PLATE FREE
31 4 6 6 24 8 0
Your
Money
at
“
Chape
’
s
”
Thomaston
When Cit.y Clerk E. R. Keene mo
ab r bh tb po a e
tored downtown with a friend the
4 1 2 3 2 0 0
Grafton, if
EARL U. CHAPLES & SON, Proprietors
other day the onlv parking space
4 0 2 2 1 1 0
Dimick. 3b
available was alongside an out of
M. Sawyer, P • .. 4 0 0 0 0 2 0
the State car.
4 0 1 1 8 1 0
Hall, lb
The city clerk was much inter
4 0 1 1 3 0 1
Walker, rf
" EVERYTHING TO EAT”
ested when he saw that it was a Ne
I,. Sawyer. ss . .. 3 1 1 1 0 4 1
braska car. “We’re a long way from
ll
.
3
0
1
1
4
4
Felt.
2b
....
home aren't we?” asked one of the |
.. 2 0 0 0 0 0 O'
Stone, cf .
women occupants, noticing his dis
.. 3 0 1 1 6 1 1
Condon, p
play of interest.
READ COURIER-GAETTE ADS
third inning. Dean pitched for Rock sideration. Possibly one reason why,
“You certainly are." replied M-.
31 2 9 10 24 13 4 land and won hls own game witii a he was not mentioned in our corre
Keene, "and I was interested because
1 St. George .......... 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0—4 single to right field with the bases spondent’s list was that he has ap
HAVE YOUR
I have a son working in Fremont.
FRIGIDAIRE OFFERS THE MARKET’S BEST
Thomaston ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1—2 full. Bennett pitched for Camden.
Nebraska."
peared in varied positions during the
Two-base
hit,
Grafton.
Base
on
“Is that so!" exclaimed th-e woman;
FRAMING DONE AT
reason instead of permanently as a
j balls, off Westberg 1, off Sawyer 2.
We installed the New Frigidaire Cooler at Chape’s Lunch — The Latest Mode!
“I am well acquainted with the
shortstop.
The
Augusta
Millionaires
make
j Struck out, by Westberg 6, by Saw-[
♦ • ♦ •
Keenes, out there."
Hit. by pitcher, Ricker, [another appearance at St. George
1 yer 7.
“Do you happen to know Harold
Available.
Waldoboro is playing in Togus
Double
plays,
White,
Hopkins[ Saturday afternoon.
The game
Keene, my son?”
Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
and
Davidson;
Westberg
and [Etarts at 3 o'clock.
"I have known him ever since he
Davidson;
L.
Sawyer,
Felt
and
Hall;
has been in Nebraska " was the re
Rcckland defeated Camden 7 to 3
I Felt. Hall and Dimick. Umpires, The all-league team published in
joinder.
%
at Camden last night.
Black
and
Quinn.
Scorer,
Winslow.
this
paper
Tuesday
created
a
great
And the coincidence is that the
• • • •
degree of interest, and was subject,
car in which Mr. Keene was riding
ROCKLAND
“At The Sign of ‘Frigidaire’ ”
ROCKLAND
THE BICKNELL
Rockland defeated Camden 7 to 5 as Is always
. expected, to considerable Junior: “Dad, what's the future of 406 MAIN ST.,
should park alongside the Nebraska
[at
Community
Park
Tuesday
night,
;
criticism.
Many
felt
that
Ricker
of
the
verb
'invest'?"
car containing acquaintances of his
■Over Crie Hardware Co. TeL 254
AS TO MARKERS

20c

FRANKFORTS

10c

ROCKLAND’S LEAD INCREASES

5c

P

25c

“SPECIALS”

HOT SHOTS

2c

2 lbs. 25c

29c

19c

3 lbs. 25c

19c

20c

25c

24c

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

10c

Preserving

10c

I Needs

25c

29c-39c
-f

Visit This New Chape’s Lunch—New Equipment, New Furniture,

I VC

New Kitchen, New Booths

TRY OUR DRAUGHT BEER, 5c AND 10c Glass

SANDWICHES—ALL KINDS

LUNCHES

SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR

SANKA COFFEE

29c

44c

t Jlahfiei

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE BEER COOLING EQUIPMENT

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop

A. C. McLOON & CO.

son.

[each team scoring four runs in the [Bt Otorge should be entitled to con-1

Dad ta Senator); “Investigation.”
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Every-Other-Day

THE TWO GREAT LABOR DAY EVENTS IN ROCKLAND
Holiday Trade - In Tire Sale
Ride In SAFETY Over the Holiday
Take Advantage of the Smashing Values Offered Before Prices Advance—Truly Sensa-

|

tional Values. You Can’t Afford To Take Chances With Thin Tires When You Can Ride in

Safety At These Low Prices. See Them.

Sell Your Old Battery for $1.00
To Fireproof Garage and Be Assured of Sure, Trouble-Free Battery Performance This Win

ter. A Special Offer at Low Prices.
WASHING, STORAGE,
CARS WASHED AND SERVICED
ACCESSORIES
TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SERVICE

— See the New V-8 Fords —
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
A Holiday Showing of the Celebrated New V-8 Fords Will Be Made In Our Show Rooms,
Beginning Today, August 31.

Several Models
Color Combinations
Cars and Trucks
SEE These Cars and DRIVE Them Before You Buy. We Welcome Inspection and Demon
stration.
We Have No Used Cars—And Need Some!

FIREPROOF GARAGE
I

Phone 889

Winter St., Rockland

SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION
WE TAKE SPECIAL PRIDE IN OUR
SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION
SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT

Phone 889

the new Frigidaire beer cooler to
A NEW “CHAPE'S LUNCH"
Congressman Beedy of Portland
A MODIFIED CODB
A stated assembly of King Hiram
David Binney Putnam, young ex
Donald Small has returned to Bos
handle the draught beverage, the
ton to resume his work with the In Council will be held Priday night at plorer, and stepson of Amelia Ear was a guest Tuesday night of Con
Many Improvements Have Been Made very latest Frigidaire model and the Has Been Provided For Wholesale
hart, will visit the Rockland airport gressman and Mrs. Moran.
7.30,
gersoll-Rand Co.
In Brook Restaurant—Has Addi only one of its kind in the city. A Lobster Dealers Pending a Hearing
the last of the week, according to
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS |
L.
A.
Walker
spoke
at
the
Orange
i
large electric refrigerator beyond
a
Boston
story.
tional Equipment
Sept. 1—Wilbert Snow reading and lec
A
telephone
(4O4-W>
has
been
in

Directors of thc Eastern Steamship
meeting in East Union Tuesday1
ture at Watts hall. Thomaston.
keeps the supplies for the luncheon
A Washington despatch says that
stalled in the residence of Mrs.
------Sept. 2—Eleventh annual (air of Sim Lines, Inc, have voted to call for re Horace Ccombs.
A crowded house greeted Kitty Me night, his topic being "How They Do
department ln good condition.
lobster wholesalers are now werkonton Community Association
demption on Oct. 2, at 105, one-half
A
brand
new
Chape's
Lunch
has
_____
Laughlin at the Congregational: Things at Legislature.'
a modltled President's reSept. 2—Knox Pomona meets with of the outstanding first preferred
appeared after a fortnight of bustle The kitchen is built along lines of ,lnff
WU1 Church last night and she achieved
Seven Tree Grange. Union.
convenience with its nine burner gas
____
.
Huntley-Hill
Post
Auxiliary
slock,
or
11,339
shares.
Katherine
St.
Clair
has
been
while
carpenters,
plumbers,
painters
„„„
,.,L, employment agreement establish
Mrs
Sept. 4 Labor Day.
held a meeting in its new quarters,,"
appointed chairman of the supper!etc. have been busy at 470 Main grill, a smaller one adjoining, elec- |
Sept. 4-Tenant's Harbor—"St Oeorge
ing a 48-hour week for factory or
S« rap Book." at Odd Fellows hall.
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge corner Water and Main streets, Fri- event will appear in Saturday's issue Preceding the meeting of Golden Rod street. Chape's Lunch in its new trie sandwich toaster and coffee per
Scpt.4-9-All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
mechanical workers or artisans with
colator.
The
sink
in
white
enamel,
_____
Chapter, Priday, Sept. 8. when Mar- dress is decidedly attractive. Both
Sept. 8 Camden—Concert at opera are asked to attend the funeral serv- day evening.
tables of the same material and a a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour
house, auspices Camden-Rockport Lions, jcgs for the late Mrs. Ethel Vose
14
concerning
‘
8
uerite
Chapter
of
Vinalhaven
will
be
j
display
windows
have
been
remodelled
)arKe
Interpretation No.
automatic
water heater
Club
Ralph Thorndike and father have owners of stores without employes, guest
and finished in glistening white. Thei —
—7 hot
"7;, ------- _ '7_7,’ ln cities of over 500,000 and 35 cents
Sept. 10- Day of prayer for No-Repeal Orover, 21 Hyler street, Thomaston,
moved from the Hall-Connors house. received at the local postofflee, reads:
tomorrow afternoon at 2.
-------I whole interior has been rpfinished ! complete the furnishings. Earl U. an hour ln smaller cities.
forces.
Chaples and son Wendell conduct the Thc modified agreement would
Sept. 11—Special State election.
South Main street, to Mountain "Owners operating their own estab'
High school begins Monday. Sept. |ceiling in white and walls in buff
Sept 12—Miriam Rebekah fair, enter
business.—adv.
Percy Colson of 636 Main street street, Camden,
allow as long a day as 10 hours.
llshments without any employees 11, it being necessary by law that 1 The southern side is now devoted to 1
tainment and supper at I. O. O. F. hall.
____________
This agreement will remain ln
Sept 12—Joint session of Knox and and Lester Allen of 580 Main street
may obtain the Insignia of the NRA high school •shall have 36 weeks, built-in booths >ith attractive drapes
Lincoln Pomonas at Huntoon Hill. Wis brought to The Courier-Gazette office
the rear js a new electrical piano
— _ effect until a hearing on a code for
Friends of Miss Mary Brown who by signing the agreement and a cer- The grade schools, including grades
casset.
7
and
8
.junior
high)
wiU
not
begin
and
the
new
klU:hen
,
glving
dlrect
"You say Mr. Jones is a strict vege- j the industry can be held and the
Sept 16 (Football)-Rockland High at yesterday a rare spotted butterfly recently moved to 4'x Spring Place, tificate of compliance.”
untu sept. 25._____
1 access
the majn floor
north- tartan?"
Brunswick
code approved by the President. The
which was released just as soon as Waterville, plan a post card shower
------Sept. 20-22—Annual convention of the the lads made certain that their feat fOr ber next Tuesday.
"Yes, he won't even let his children NRA has never yet approved as long
I The final act in the N.R.A. drive in
Congressman and Mrs. Moran,
* dey°*fl 10 th,e
Maine W C. T U. In Belfast
I this city is being staged today wtth a Mrs U S. Oushee and Miss Althea
ould
a day as 10 hours.
Sept. 26-28—North Knox Fair. Union. r,°k
and 50(111 '““"tain. Here is found eat animal crackers.”
u be immortalized in printer's
Oct 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
Scoutmaster
Kimball
requests
all
house
to
house
canvass
by
the
Boy
perity barbecue at Searsport Tues- j
ariscotta.
Bov Scouts to report at 9 High street Soo«1’ Residents are asked to supOct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
Mr. Moran and Hon. Obadiah
It looks like an exodus of baseball tomorrow morning prepared to com- P°rt [he «reat nat*°"a‘ move ,by slgn' day
Hamlin of Bangor attended the pros- '
fans for the weekend—the lodestone plete the N R A. drive.
COMING REUNIONS
mg the pledges. N.R.A. has the sup- Gardner, now of Augusta, were
Sept. 2 Leadbetter family at Crock being the Braves-Giants series in
_____
sport of the American Legion, A.Y.D., among the featured speakers.
ett's hall. North Haven
Boston. A few fans cling to the be
Jimmy Shea of the Worcester Post ^ons Club. Forty Club, and the comSept 7—Young family at home of
lief that Boston will win the National was in the city Wednesday, calling mittee states that one member of the
Charles Lermond. Union Common.
An invitation has been extended
Sept 10 Kaler family at home of League championship, but some of on the Burns family. Oay street, on Woman's Educational Club, Mrs. to members of the Rockiand Garden!1
SENTER URANF. IDEALS—“FAIR DEALING—VALUE—STYLE"
Frank Yattaw. Warren
ithe "Missourians" feel that the New his way to Bar Harbor.
[Emma Harvey, has volunteered her Club to attend the meeting of the 1 England contender will do very well
(services.
Camden Garden Club tomorrow i
WEATHER
to remain ln second place. Be that
afternoon at the Yacht Club. Mrs
Many local baseball fans will fol
The morning is full of sunshine. as it may Joe SolTayer has been com___ to Waldoboro
__
The track record fell twice at A. R. Benedict of Medomak is to ) .1
the Texacos
towith a wind out of the northwest that missioned to buy half a hundred tick- low
night It’wlll be one of "the crucial,Exeter yesterday as Billy Strathmore talk on flower arrangement and will
’hould intuut. clear skies, but the eu for Rockland fans.
games
the championship series.
defeated Rhineworthy and Peter give illustrations from her own gar
morning radio mentions increased
--------------Magnus in the free-for-all that fea- den grown annuals which she wil!
cloudiness over all New England as
At 4 30 this afternoon, following
Knox Lodge IO O F will have an lured the final day of racing at the bring with her.
the day wears on. with warmth about jthe alternoon session, the boys and,cuting Sunday at the Olsen farm. ,fair- After Rhineworthy and Billy
Many Rockland people are plan- I
like yesterday's Well, that suits our J giri_s taking part in the religious festi- south Cushing
muse avuaiuuuc
Those
attending ' _________
Strathmore_____
raced______________
to a dead heat—in
Jhek8'o7rtU.SU dlvT or^summef '’rtllJnarch from the Con^«a- hould take boxlunch, sweet corn and thp first heat °f the free-for-all. ning to attend the lecture on mod- ' 1
em poetry to be given by Prof. Wll-j;
the prettiest davs of the summer, ,| tional Church down Main street to mugs for coffee
Rb»thmra»
Strathmore camo
came haev
back to win
win tha
the next
bert Snow, at Watts hall tomorrow
with the summit of Cadillac Moun- (Ejm over nm to union, to the Meththree heats and the race The time evening. Prof. Snow will also read i 1
taln unforgettable fcr the beapty of otjist and universalist Churches
Mrs. Sarah Young of Massachusetts °f the heats was 2 11. 2.09*4, J.13\ several of his own poems which have
ricsed e’And\oC Au^rZ^r B« 7?"' ‘TT
** “rved
weeks with her a"d 2JD9V Billy Strathmore ls won wlde acclalm from
criUcs.
closed. And so August passes, bos them andjo the people who bring sister Mrs. Adelaide Mahoney ln Lin- [driven by Henry Clukey of Rockland A bri«f musical nrogrwn will be pre
ton morning temperature 62. like oil" them to Rockland. The afternoon 'colnville! was a’^u'est of’her cousin,
sented. The activity is under the
own. so there s no need to return m session begins at 2.30 and the evening Mrs Ellen Hall Tuesdav
Sixty happy kiddies, affiliated with auspices of St. John Baptist Church, i
Boston.
at 7.15, daylight time, both in the
the Boys' and Girls' Club. Tillson ave- and this will be Prof. Snow's only j
The funeral services for the
late1 I|nue- hada good, old fashioned sum- public appearance this summer.
Congregational Church.
__ ____
Mrs Sarah Young of Lincolnville
Mont Perry will be held at mer Picnic at Lucia Beach yesterday.
was a visitor in this city Tuesday.
Next Tuesday at the Knox Hospital
c'clock this afternoon at the the event being sponsored by the j While already much interest is
tbe State department of Health and residence of Maynard Marston, 11 j Forty Club. Alton Palmer was in being shown in the Camden concert
You will make no mistake and probably save money
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Welfare will hold a clinic for the Masonic street, Rev. B. P. Browne charge and Mrs. Wilson, founder of Sept. 8. under the auspices of the
j the club, was present, with other J Camden-Rockport Lions Club, atOreene, Harold Greene and Kendall purpose of drawing blood from pa- officiating.
if you buy your winter coat now.
-------| chaperons. There were all kinds of tention centers on the appearance
Greene attended the Eastern Music tients who have had infantile paralyThe large box of fungi in the Pul- {games and races, and these strenuous ot William Harms, one of the soloists.
Camp. on Lake Messalonskee. They sis. Each donor will be paid $15.
. .. Lovely sets of Squirrel, Persian Lamb, Mountain
had as guest Mrs. Ralph Tripp of I This blood will be made into a serum lcr-Ccbb-Davis showwindow attracts j activities equipped the youngsters Mr. Harms who is hailed as ‘Josef
Thomaston. It was Chapman Day.
to successfully combat infantile I Attention as illustrative of what the with an appetite such as is gene-ated Hofmann’s star pupil is exceptionally
Sable, Seal and Fox.
! paralysis which usually comes in the Ilrees of Knox County produce that only in the outdoors. Hot dogs. Ice gifted. He has enjoyed study with
I two of the world's greatest pianists—
Miss Beth Greene Ls having a vaca early fall. Any interested parties peoplc Me not acquainted with. This cream and ginger pop disappeared Moritz Rosenthal and Josef Hof
tion from the Eugene Shoppe, Cam can get full information by calling on collection was gathered by Rev. A. J. with amazing speed, one little girl mann. Mr. Hofmann's confidence in
,. . Lovely materials of Boucle Weaves, Frostman &
den, and is visiting her grandmother Dr. James Kent, local health officer. Torsleff and Mrs. Torsleff, of West'distinguishing herself by eating seven Harms has been shown by making
Acton.
Mass.,
on
the
Cushing
farm
of
of
the
purps
and
drinking
five
bottles
Mrs. Emily Greene, James street. This clinic starts at 1 p. m.
Hoffman's "Lurella,” Ardross Crepes, etc.
him a member of the faculty of the '
Vinal Wallace, whose guests they of ginger pop. Transportation was Curtis Institute of Music. Despite
Mrs. Greene has returned from two
afforded by C H. Berry, Cleveland his great talent and the advantages >
weeks' visit with Mrs. William Luf
The service cluhs of Knox County Jiave been.
kin at Cooper's Beach.
are sponsoring a dance for the bene
Sleeper, Harold Coombs, Lou Cook, gaiiv/j thereby. Harms retains a
News has been received of the Lawrence Miller and Francis Orne.
fit of Knox Hospital. This is to be
charm of manner that, has endeared
death of Capt.. Rufus C. Field. 65
him to a wide circle of friends formed ,
Misses Norma and Martha Seavey held at«he Samoset Hotel Thursday which occurred Aug. 27 at Sailors’
Mrs. J. Marden deShon of Portland, during summer visits in Rockport !'
have returned home after visiting Sept. 7 at 9 p. m. Manager Scott of Snug Harbor, Staten Island. ’Capt
their aunt Mrs. Willard Fales. One the Samoset with his usual generosity Field was a native of Searsport, but prominent iu club work and former while continuing his studies with Mr.
week was spent at their grandfather has donated the use of the hotel had lived in this city and sailed from treasurer of the Maine Federation of , Hofmann. He will present a group
Seavey's camp. Pleasant Point, ac without any charge. This commit this port for many years, his last Women’s Clubs, has been appointed ] of solos in the forthcoming concert,
companied by their aunts, Mrs. Fales tee is in charge: George Dyer. Cam sailing being in t.he lime barges of chairman for the State of Maine 01 his selections chosen to show the
and Miss Alice Hall.
den, radio announcer; Harold Jame the Rockland & Rockport Lime Co. the National women’s committee 01 varied moods of hLs artistry.
tho 1933 mobilization for human needs,
-----------------son, Camden, surgeon; E. W. Peaslee: Burial was at Staten Island.
and will organize a group of women ; NEW SERVICE STATION OPENS
George A. Sherman of Fulton street Rcckland, dentist; Blake Annis, Rock
-------Misses Harriet and Maudie Beaton throughout the State to conduct the
coming home from uptown Monday land. chiropractor; James Kent.
pave a dinner party at their home on educational campaign preparatory to The Log Cabin gas and oil station
Rockland,
osteopath.
The
affair
is
found friends waiting to congratu- Informal.
soliciting campaign which will 1 located on Park Street, has been
Jefferson street, Monday evening, in the
follow. This national mobilization taken over by the G. A. Lawrence
ate him on his 89th birthday. Among
honor of Mrs. Charlotte Jackson's will be conducted Oct. 13-Nov. 12. Company of 492 Main street, and
the guests were Mrs. E. J. Southard. A Ndrthend correspondent hands birthday. The color scheme was car
Mrs. deShon goes to Washington Sept.1 after extensive alterations and inMrs. Charles Robinson, Mrs. Nelli'; us this: “Great was the excitement of Iried out in green and white with a 8 at the invitation of President Roose- stallation of new -up-to-date equip_ the people passing by James street I center piece of sweet peas and gladio- velt to discuss with him and other ment, opens for business today,
Hewett. Mr. and ___
Mrs._______
Edward Day,
Mr
E’la"*Beal and daughter Polly,JTucsday aftcrnoon' Skippy. .little ilus. The guests were Mesdames men and women leaders of the The station wlll cater to transient
of Rockland: Ml and ?Mrs. Errol
old fox terrier owned by | Charlotte Jackson, Annice Mills. project the plans for the support oi and ]ocal trade, offering the full line
Scott of Rhode Island, Mrs. Clemmie Alice Lawry was sitting upon the Maude Colburn and Misses Adelaide community service programs during of atalldflrd rill Comnanv nrodnets
ldin„ th
-ir n„niilar
Rncnnv
Hewett of Boston, Charles Towle of step, waiting quietly to have his pic- l Cross and Flora Cole, also Betty and the coming months. Mrs. Roosevelt including
their
popular Socony
who
heads
the
National
committee
Appleton, Lillian Gilley of Augusta, ture taken. After several snapshots ; Keith Wilson.
SUMMER DRESSES
NEW ACCESSORIES
.
.,
,.
,
.
,
.
,
,
Mobllegas
with
climatic
control
and
-------stresses the vita part private social I fuU „ne of Mobilolls. featuring fll,
Mrs. Mary Moore, son Charlie and had been taken of him he quickly j
We had about 500 Aug. 1st . . .
daughter Thirza of Warren. Mr. jumped down from the steps and trot- | A special holiday showing of the agencies must play in the recovery proof service; also Mobilegreases and
iSays
now we have 53. We don’t want to
Sherman received many presents, ted gaily around the yard with his new Ford V-8 models will be made at program and the maintenance of nor Mobile lubrication. As with all j
among them a birthday cake made toy big red bow standing stiffly on his Fireproof Garage beginning today, mal community life, and appeals to modern service stations full courtesy I
carry these over. They are bar
1
New Tapestry,
$1.1!
Mrs. Moore.
Refreshments were harness. Several snapshots have been ) Five of the new models will be on the women to lend their aid in the camgains.
paigns
in
their
communities.
On
the
scrvlce
wil1
be
accorded
all
patrons,
taken of this smart little pup, most floor in the wanted permanent colors,
served by Mrs. Errol Scott.
Genuine Calf,
l.l!
committee
of
which
Mrs.
deShon
is
a
of which have turned out well."
New truck models will also be shown.
$2.95
$5.00
BORN
A special holiday showing of sev
New Wool Fabrics,
1.9<
------------------I The new Fords are creating a sensa- part appear such women as Miss Jane !
WATT8
—
At the Lucette, Thomaston,
Formerly
$5.95
and $9.50
Addams.
Mrs.
Cary
T.
Grayson,
Mrs.
I
A remarkable holiday offer on tire!tion wherever shown with their at- vgnvtzm i/-1
eral models of the New V-8 Fords
iAxz
Aur. 28. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts.
N
5
will open today at Fireproof Garage, trade-lns is made today by Fireproof,tractive design, trappy color com- Vance C. McCormick. Mrs. Dwight W. a son Bentiey Mack
'
-------------- „
cars ond trusks in different colors Garage, a great opportunity to buy binatlons, safety glass and innumer- Morrow. Miss Frances Perkins, Mrs ■
1
WOOL REMNANTS
MARRIED
and models.—adv.
bt-fcre the inevitable price advance {able other features. Tile Fireproof Grace Morrison Poole, Mrs. Mary
Roberts Rinehart and Miss Ida M | DAY-RIPLEY -At Jefferson, Aug 7. by
Satin, Bengaline, Moire
Another offer is the Fireproof's $1 00 organization is adding another holi- Tarbell.
54 inch pure wool suitings and
Mrs. deShon, through visits j Rev Francis Hale. Harris Erwin Day of
A benefit dance for the Knox xor your old battery deal—get a new day feature in final low prices on
&
coatings. Cleanup from a local
with Mr. and Mrs. M R. Pillsbury and | ^vllle and Mlss Adtt Bebecca
Taffeta, etc.,
50c, 1-00
County General Hospital is to be held battery at this special price before tires and a battery exchange offer.
by
reason
of
club
affiliations,
has
mill... values to $3.00 yard.
at the Samoset Ifotel Thursday, Sept. winter.—adv.
------------------formed a large circle of Rockland
DIED
7, 1933. Auspices service tlubs Knox
-----------| The national convention of let friends who will be interested in her
$1.00 yard
(flours
KILLERAN — At Cushlrig.
__ Aug.
__
31.
County. Informal.—adv . 104-107
Don’t forget the full course dinners ter carriers will be held ln Atlantic new appointment.
Blanche M.. widow of Andrew M KllCity.
Sept
4-9
and
a
program
has
leran,
aged
48
years.
8
months,
1
day.
for 30 cents at Munro's Restaurant,
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
New Capeskin,
1.98
FIELD—At Sailors Snug Harbor. Staten
Notice Is hereby given that the Board 8 Park street; Arthur Smalley Mgr. been arranged to satisfy every dele
HERE’S NEWS
ROCKVILLE ,
Island, N Y.. Aug. 27. Capt Rufus C.
gate David S. Beach of the local
of Registration will be In session at their
Black, Black and White, Brown,
Field, aged 65 years. Interment at
lt
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of —adv.
Brainerd Thurston will preach
Postofflee Branch, 131. leaves Rock
Brown and Tan
Staten Island.
INFANTS’ AND CHIL
revising and correcting the voting lists
land for Atlantic City, Sept. 1 as j the Littlefield Mtmorial Church
oi the City. The sessions will be held
WAHRN—At Warren. Aug. 27. 8ulo T
August 30. 31. ond September 1. 2. 5. 6. 7.
I h#ve three assortments of Christ delegate at large from Maine. The Rockland Sunday morning.
Wahrn of East Waldoboro, aged 27
DREN’S SWEATERS
8 and 9 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from
letter carriers' parade Sept. 4. is one
years (drowned). Funeral Friday at [
Ifiustmi
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to mas Cards, 21 for $1, also wrapping
Bought before the advance—last
1 p. m.. standard, from home of Mrs
of
the
big
features
of
the
conven

CARD
OF
THANKS
9 p. m. Standard Time. As the last three paper at $1.00 per box. May I have
>
Ida Nenonen. East Waldoboro. Inter- i
We wish to thank all those who were so
days of said session are for the purpose
tion and the address from Post
April ln fact—some with berets
ment ln Sawyer cemetery, Warren.—
54 Gauge,
of verifying said lists and to complete your order? Call tel. 1181-Y and I master General Farley is awaited with kind to us during our recent bereave
179
I
Correction,
|
ment. Especially those who gave flowers
ond close up the records of the session,
$1.00 to $2.25
The business ses and the use of their cars; also the em OROVER—At Thomaston. Aug 30. Ethel
Very sheer cobweb, newest shades
,110 names will be added to or stricken will call at your home at your con much interest.
sions are to be held in day time and ployees of the Pack House of the Law D„ wife of Alton Orover. aged 52 years.
from said lists on said days.
1 month. 15 days Funeral Friday at
By order of the Board of Registration. venience. Sherwood E. Frost..158 No. entertainment will take up the eve rence Portland Cement Co., and the
caddies of the Country Club.
2 o'clock from the home on Hyler I
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman. Main street.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
102*104
nings.
•
Charles Barter and family.
street.
103-196

TALK OF THE TOWN

BUY

COATS

NOW

.^'4

Sport Coats

‘ $10.75 to s69.50

Dress Coats

,..a.

s16.95 to s98.00

Nerkuirar

1

Every-Other-Day
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Dr. and Mrs A. H. Hammond, who
Warren postoffice will be open from
have been in town for several months^
6 to 10 30 a m.. standard, Labor Day.
have returned to Freeport, L. I.
Sept.,4.
Thc first stated meeting of thc
Mrs. J H. Lovell is a patient at the
season of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., will be
Deaconess Hospital, Boston, where
held Sept. 1.
she recently underwent a surgical
Another of those popular dances
operation.
for benefit of the Warren Baseball
Mr and Mrs. Allan F. Hassner and
Club, will be held Friday evening ut
children of Portland are guests this
Wl OO OUR PART
Olover haU, dancing to begin at 8 15,
week at O V. Hassncr's.
with Oene Durgin's orchestra furMrs. George Shuert of Brantford,
Gladly we cooperate
nishing the music.
Cnt., is guest of her daughter Mrs.
Baseball games this week at War
A. G Davis.
with President Hootievclt and
ren: Thursday evening. Battery F. o
pledge ourselves lo live up to Ihe
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin (Ridden of
Thomaston vs Warren Locals; Fridav
spirit and the let ler of the Na
Boston have been visitors at E. A.
tvenlng. Lions Club of Rockland vs.
tional Recovery Aet, Wc have
Glidden's.
Warren The games are callee! at
reduced working hours in all de
Capt. and Mrs. Millard Wade, who
5.30 daylight.
partments at no loss of ,iay lo
passed the month of August at thetr
A special service for summer visit
any employee. As a mutter of
home on Friendship street have re
ors was held Sunday afternoon at the
fact, all through the depression
turned to Wollaston Mass.
I Universalist Church at South Hope
we have maintained wages ut thc
Among these who attended fre.n
I P. Bailey passed the weekend at
1929 level. Our employees have
[Wairen were Mr. and Mrs. John
hls home here
not suffered from cuts, layoffs or
Starrett and their guests Mr. and
Miss Marcia F. Blaney was recently
shut downs.
• Mrs. William 8. Rieser and daughter
a Portland visitor.
Neither have wc reduced otir
Miss Rosamond Rieser of Somerville,
Mrs L. T Weston. Mrs H R Smith
advertising. During 1933 we
| Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley.
and Mr.s. J. T. Gay attended the anplan to use approximately 9,000,Miss Susie Hahn. Joseph Hahn. !
j nual meeting of the Lincoln Home
Mrs. Ida Libbey. Mrs Edwin Emer- J
000 Vm ot news|M|>er s|iarc.
Monday morning.
30,000,000 booklets w ill be dis
[son and daughter Miss Raychel Em
Mrs Roland Creamer is visiting her
tributed from house to house,
erson.
parents tn Oreene.
,
covering every statc in thc
A pleasant time was enjoyed by (
[ several guests at a neighborin'.>d'
Union.
Miss Venle Thomas, wno nas been
picnic Tuesday at the summer home of
visiting Miss Fannie Mank. has re
Latest sales reports show that
Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. A. Starrett. i
turned to Framingham. Mass.
the year to date is 14% ahead of
, ln the company were Mrs. Percy
last year. \\ e do appreciate this
Capt. James N. Kennedy of the
Kenniston and children Elizabeth,
evidence of the confidence of thc
Swampscott Police Force and his
| Alice and Alfred, Mrs. Virgil Hills and
you've ever seen, tten wttbout boiling. Colors come
American people in the Pinkham
lamily. who are touring Maine, were
daughter Joyce, Mary Ludwig of
brighter, too. No wonder the makers of 40 famous
products.
guests of Justin A. Welt and E. E.
Rockland, Mrs. Bertha Payson and
washers — the homemaking experts of Jl6 leading
Welt Friday of last week.
daughter Shirley, Mrs. Merrill Paynewspapers—recommend Rinso! Its rich, creamy,
LYDIA E. PINKHAM
Mr and Mrs. Stanley E. Herrick and
, son and children Phyllis and Faye,
work-saving suds are something to cheer about.
family, who have been guests for sev
MEDICINE COMPANY
Mis. Carrie Yates, Mrs. Elizabeth
Rinso is economical, too. Cup for cup, it gives
eral weeks of Mr. and Mrs. W F. B.
LYNN. MASSACHUSETTS
[Leach, Mrs. Carrie Butler, Richard
Peyler, havc returned to New Bruns
twice as much suds as
______
[and Joyce Butler, Mrs, Orace W;. ..
wick, N. J.
lightweight, puffed-up
[ Alfred, Virginia and Robert Wyllie.
soaps. Wonderful suds
Laura Creamer and Mary Stafford
jMrs . Ernest O. Starrett and son
havc passed the first tests and be
I Douglass. Mrs. Marion Dalrymple
NORTH WALDOBORO come members of Girl 8cout TToop,
I and Eugene and Paul. Mrs. Martha
No. 1 An instance of the resourceI Watts. Mrs Leila Hopkins, guest of
Mr and Mrs. Foster Mank and 1 fulness and quick thought of Scout
Mrs Watts, Miss Ida Stevens, Mrs.
The biggest-selling package soap in America
training was recently displayed by
Nellie Davis, Mrs. Arvilla Skinner. family and Mrs. Geneva Eugley Virginia Oenthner and Frances Eug
Miss Eula Skinner, Mrs. Vesper A were Augusta visitors Thursday.
ley of Winslow's Mills, members of
Rokes and guest Mrs. Merle Waltz,
Mr. and Mrs. Levander Newbert the local troop. The two girls were
Now is the time for everyone to stand behind the President
Mrs. Lillian Simmons, Mrs. Arnold were callers Sunday at Merlin picking blueberries when they heard
"We do our part"
Teague and sons Frank and Philip, i Eugley's.
the lowing of a cow in distress.
t Mrs Ruth Perry, Walter. Phyllis, Carl
Hastening in the direction of the
Mr.
and
Mrs
R.
M
Carroll
were
credit ls due the four young ladies of and Jean.
cries, they found the animal caught
PLEASANT POINT
PORT CLYDE
at. A. W. Winchenbach's Friday.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Lurvey
of
on the railroad track by a dangling
the Friendly Circle. Marion Coombs.
---------,
_ .
. Rockland accompanied bv Mr. and
■•ope that had become fastened in the
Mr and Mrs Stanley Stone eons c R ,:ray and C R Gray Jr' wh0 Madclinc Stlmpson. Melba Ulmer, and Mrs Q D
of Warrcn recent,y
ties. Not waiting to run for help,
HOPE
Albert and Nelson of East Friendship have been
a vacation with Anna Seavey, through whose efforts |enjoyed a motor trip to Boothbay
they were equal to the emergency
their families at Gray Rocks let the supper was a success, also the [Harbor.
and freed thc animal before the train
have been spending a few days witn
Monday for their homes in Omaha entertainment which followed and Mrs. Nettie Vinal was hostess1 Rev Pliny Allen preached last went by.
Fred Waldo.
which every one also greatly enjoyed. Monday to a contract party at the Sunday to an audience who greatly
Meenahga Orange observed Chil
Neb., and St. Paul, Minn.
,
Vinal cottage, Hathorne Point, Cush- regret it will probably be the last dren's Night Monday with 17 mem
Several from this place attended
Mr. and Mrs Walter -Davol. Miss
ing
Lobster stew was served at time here for this season. With hls
present and 10 children as guests,
the Adventist campmeeting at Wash
Madeline Davol and Taylor Davol of
UNION
lunch. Guests included Mrs. Nancy family he will soon leave for thelr Louise Boggs Frank Boggs Ronald
ington the past week.
------Clark, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett. Mrs. homc 111 North Adams, Mass., after
Mary' Miller. Oeorge Soule.
Manchester, N. H„ are at L. O.
Misses Margaret and Marie Mc Young's.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford and Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. Jessie Walker, tievpral weeks spent very pleasantly at Jr Mary Stafford. Charles Rowe,
'
son J Kimball Ufford, Mr and Mrs. Mrs Majgaret Spear, Mrs. Flora Hobbs Pond, camping. Dr Ouy Rob- Jr He!en Achorn. Maxine Ludwig
Masters and their brother Cecil ot
Mr and Mrs O S. Duffield who Frtwa-H TTfTnrrt anrt ha.hr Tnv ail of Peabody, Mrs. Ella Cunningham, blns wU1 **' welcomed here again
p
eyier
Maty
Feyier.
Mary Miller and
Chicago spent the weekend witn
Mayy
Mary
next Sunday at 10 30 daylight. Every Esther
have been occupying the Shuman Edward Ufford and baby Joy. all of
Frank Boggs were the prize winners
Fred Waldo.
Auburndale,
Mass.,
are
in
town
called
Mlss
L1Uian
Russe
„
Mrs
Alice
body
Invited.
cottage, have returned to Prospect
„ . . „
~
„ in the games. The guests were welMrs. Jane Simmons is passing a few Pa,k Pl nn
by the critical illness of Mrs. Lulle Brown, Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs.
S
G_ree,nfn°r^_.1? corned by the pastor, Herbert Johnweeks in Rockland.
Ufford.
{Florence Oardiner. Mr. and Mrs C„ is guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True £on
Mack gave readings ln cos
Friends of Leslie Seavey are pleased
Mrs Emma Norwood of Warren Oeorge Walker. Mrs. Elizabeth Mun- The following will be of interest to tume, A P. Jackson, conundrums, j
Harris Shaw, Clarence Shaw and to hear that he is making good prog
Mr and Mrs Hastings oil*/ and Miss Edna F. Boggs ail of friends here- Miss Ada Rebecca Rip Ernest Boggs and Keith Davis a
Joseph and Michael Portawona ol ress towards recovery at State Street _and
„ j Warren, and Mrs Elizabeth Benner ley. formerly of Hope, was married to sketch, and Mary Stafford sang
Harris E-win Day of Somerville. Aug Sandwiches, punch, cookies, candy
Boston spent last Monday with Hospital. Portland, where he was op South Hope visited thelr niece Mrs of
7 by Rev. Francis Hale, in Jefferson. and popcorn were served. Mr. anti i
Gertrude
Clark
Sunday.
)
.Recent
guests
of
Fred Waldo.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
erated on for appendicitis last week.
Only members of the families were Mrs. A P Jackson have invited the !
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Packard
ot
Harvey
Buber
were
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Capt Ross Wilson and Mrs. Edgar
present. A reception was given the Grange to a com roost at their home
Capt. Icroy Seavey of Camden is Warren were callers on friends in this Raymond Friesner. of Indian^lto, ,
m1 ......... .. _
Wilson of Thomaston called on rela sailing the yacht for C R. Gray, dur
couple bv the brides mother Mrs. Ora Wednesday at 6 o'clock.
place
Sunday.
an
d
reneher
in
thp
nn
n
air
«rhoni
in
R1
P*
C>' and friends of West Washingtives here Thursday.
ing the illness of his brother Leslie
Mrs Abbie Burgess visited friends a"d '™*er to the open air «Mol in ,on
w,u make their
ner home city. Mr Friesner is pro- ■* -_
Andrew Joyce and Walter Carlton [ Seavey.
NORTH HOPE
Friday.
fessor of botany at Bltler's College , , the'»ioncvmoon was qjent^ with
of Boston who have been visiting Mrs C. Frederick Rogers of New- here
Zerah Robbins and friends recent- ln Indianapolis. Both Mr and Mr,
Mrs AgL Gould
There were many callers at the
Fred Waldo the past week returned ton. Mass., is spending a vacation at ly visited Mrs. Hattie F. HaU at Friesner have been visiting relatives
...
..
„
..
ln Lincolnville and calling on friends Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens the
home Sunday.
[ Spruceholm.
in Franklin Mrs Mamie Carroll of ln nearfcv ,cwns
congratulations past week in spite of thc bad weather,
South Bristol.
Howard Randall of Brockton. Mass
Several from this place attended
which has been dlsastrou.4 to the
Mrs Lizzie Spaulding of Frankfort, Olencove was also a guest of Mr. and arc fxtended bv Hopc fnends
ls spending two weeks with Mr. and campmecting at Washington last soil Chauncey Spaulding of Kansas Mrs.
Members
and friends' of—
the—
Hope
« Buber.
u n w
d ui
-------------------------------. heavy blooms. Mr. and Mrs JamieMrs^ H. B. Wanz 01^ Rocklandwms corner Sunday School are invited to son of Warren were there in the inMrs. Sidney Davis at Nanatuck.
week.
_ .
City, Kan., daughter Margie (Mrs dinner guest Friday of last week of a religious festival at Rockland to- terqst of their department at the
Mrs Maud Kendall of Biddeford is Mr and Mrs. H. Wellington Smith Henry Savage 1 of Philadelphia, and Mr and Mrs. G. D. Gould.
day. Thursday In the afternoon the North Knox Fair. Sept. 26. 27, 28.
visiting her sister Miss Emily Buker. have returned from Boston, wnere Mrs. Clccn Butler of Union, were [ Mr and Mrs Willard Beggs of children will present the pageant. Let's hope Jack Frost does not make
Mrs. Young of Brighton, Mass . has they went to be present at the open gucsts of thelr aunt Mrs, Charles Marlboro. Mass., have been guests of "God's Children AU," and in the a visit before that date—for he cerMiss Edna F. Boggs and Levi Boggs
make a gap among the {
been a guest of Mrs. Rose Seavey at air concert given by two of Mr Shepard last Sunday. The Spaul- j Miss Cecelia Whitney of Appleton evening they will give their candle tainly can
flowers.
lighting
service.
Supper
will
be
Smith's
pupils.
Mrs
Eunice
Truesdale
dings
returned
^1^
the New Ocean House.
alc [ was the guest last week of Mrs served free to members of the school
and Miss Edna Merritt. Many in this
Charles H. Conant. She returned and to anyone furnishing transporta
Pleasant Family Gathering
A baptism service was held at place also enjoyed the concert, which Monday.
Mr and Mrs Finlay Calder, Mr [ Sunday to her home with Bert Whlt- tion. Cars will leave Hope about
Mrs. A. I. Perry and grandson E.
Brown's beach Aug. 13. There were was broadcast over Station WNAC
Donald Perry attended a family re
three candidates Mrs Harriet Barter, Although the evenlng was {oggy Ulere and Mrs. Lauranus Hatch of Camden , ney who had motored down for her. 1 p. m.
and Mi's Augustine Ingraham of { dinner guests Sunday of Miss BerThe showcases of L. A Weaver's union at the pleasant home of Mr
of Tenant s Harbor, Charles Butler wfts very little static, and the voices
tha»
Storer
were
Mrs
Walden
Kit

store were gaily decorated last Mon anti Mrs. Edward Gallop at Sears
Somerville. Mass., were in town reof Clark Island and Woodrow Cush- canie over the air beautifully,
tredge and daughter Miss Ida Kit- day by a gorgeous collection of gladi mont Sunday. The affair was in
cently
and
calling
on
old
friends.
i’redge of Framingham. Mass., and olus blossoms, a gift from Mrs. A. I honor of Mrs. Ada Wadsworth. Mrs.
man of this place. Rev. John Holman. Mr and Mrs p F Wlnsor and Mlss
Miss Georgie Shepard who has been Mrs. Agnes Picard of Bluehill. Miss Perrv of Willow Brook Farm. The Gallop's mother and a visiting sister
pastor of the Advent Church, offi- Elizabeth Winsor of West Roxbury,
spending a vacation with her par- Kittredge is spending this week with colors were exquisite and plainly show Mrs. Carpenter and family. Lunch
elated.
Mass., who arc occupying the Rivers | cnts Mr and Mrs
shepard Mrs. Flora Chapman.
that other beautiful things besides was served or. the spacious lawn
cottage, are entertaining Miss Carol returned last week to her duties as Sunday morning at the Baptist dahlias are produced in that wonder under the shade of the big trees. It
ASK VOUR DRUGGIST TOR
NU-VI-TA HERB a IRON TONIC
Whittemore and Miss Mae Lamont of secretary to the bursar at Wheaton Church thc pastor will speak on “A ful garden.
was Indeed a pleasant day spent with
1. It cleanses the system.
Psalm of Encouragement." Special
Boston and Mrs. Roger Shuman and College. Norton. Mass.
congenial friends aand will long re
2 It purifies the blood.
music also has been arranged with
3. It improves the appetite.
main a bright spot In the memory of
Mrs Franklin Wyman of Bradford.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts and son the anthem “Lead Thou Me On" by
4. It aids Digestion.
the
correspondent. A special feature
Mass.
5. It tones up the system.
Millard are in Massachusetts where the choir, trombone solo “Holy City" |
the singing of the little folks, who
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
Tlie
supper
ln
the
schoolhouse
last
Millard will receive treatment at the by Kenneth Starrett, and "Oh. Come
correct Constipation.
hav$ wonderful voices, even the tiny
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
Friday night was largely attended and Huntington Memorial 1^,pital.
tots carryirfg thc tunes so true.
t0 My Heart^ sun* by tbc mlxed ,
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me
„ quartet. Mrs. Carrie Butler, Mrs. Doris t
Much
Those present besides thc host and
61-T-94 more than $20 was netted.
Mrs. Viola Hall spent a few days Overlock Mrs Helcn 8tarrett Mrs
hostess were Mrs. Ada Wadsworth,
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Albert vn-gmia Thompson. Chester Wyllie.
Morrill; Mr. and Mrs Frank Meser
Fuller In Appleton.
Roger Teague, Charles Wilson, and
vey. North Appleton; Mr. and Mrs.
Percy
Kenniston.
Bible
School
will
Clarence Moody is driving a new
Stanley Meservey and daughter Mary
SAIL ALONG WITH
be at 12. At the evening service the
Louise of Camden; Mr. and Mrs. El
You can eat it by tha
Ford.
sermon topic will be, “John Barley
tpoonful . . . thit I
win Mank and children Elwin, Rosa
Miss Thelma Darrock of Cam corn — Fourflusher," with special
qlorioully smooth,
and Gloria. Mr. and Mrs. Crosby
bridge. Mass., was a caller at Frank music by the young people of thc
mallow mayonnaita
Johnson, children Pauline and Teddy,
, . . different ...
Watts' Sunday evening.
church.
Mr and Mrs. Alonzo Meservey, Richmore enticingly flavored I
W. G. Wellman of New York was
jard. Lois and Elizabeth Meservey of
. . . and extra smooth I
LEADBETTER FAMILY
North Appleton; E. Merton Wadsrecently a visitor at the home of his
because prepered under I
j worth. Appleton; Mr and Mrs. H A.
the new Cein MASTER-1
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Merrifield.
The annual reunuion of the t^eadCarpenter and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
MIXT processl Try It on I
Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins are better family will be held at Crock
Sayles and son Robert of Rhode
your favorite salads. |
TS always smooth sailing
receiving congratulations on the ett's hall. North Haven, Saturday,
Island; Mr. and Mrs. J. F Bryant and
See how much better
for those who feel young!
birth of a daughter.
they will tasfe.
children Louise, Omar and Jaseph Jr„
Sept 2.
Florence Brown Sec.
And you can feel young at
• • . •
of Knox; Mr and Mrs. John Wads
102-104
any age if you get plenty of
worth and sons Orion. Elmer and
Ye Greene Arbour
Charles, Camden; Mrs. A. I. Perry
thc things that youth is made
Guests registered at the Arbour In
Recovery Director-General John
and E Donald Perry, Hope; Mr’i
of: proteins and minerals,
clude: Mrs. G. A. Stuart and daugh
j Myron Gallop of Wakefield. Mass.;
son: "This is no time to get rich
carbohydrates and vita
ter of Augusta: A. W Gilpatrick.
Miss Reta Gallop of Rumford.
quick.” Please say when. Mr. John
mins. That's what the food
Danforth; Mrs. Oliver P. Ingraham
son
—
Toledo
Blade.
authorities call there vital
Rockland; Mrs Thurston, New York
NORTH WARREN
elements. You can call them
City; Miss Marion N Echols, Mtss
something simpler—just ask
Laura D. Gaskill. Boonton, N. Y.;
Miss Athalene Robinson has been
for Shredded Wheat.
visiting relatives in Rockland.
Helen Tuttle, Newcastle; Mrs. George
For Nature stores all these
Donald Mank has been spending a
[ Devine, Portland; Mis. Eugene and
youth-building elements in
[few days with his parents Mr and
' Miss Pauline Herring, Waterville; F. I
j Mrs. C. W Mank.
her richest cereal grain,
H. Towne, Belgrade I«ikcs; George I
One fruit, one vegetable after another demands attention
[ Mrs. C. L. Robinson has been sufwhole wheat. And Shredded
Kirk. Syracuse. N Y.; George Jack-1
[ fering from Infection ln her thumb.
Wheat is whole wheat with nothing added,
WE HEARTILY RECOMMEND
Members of North Warren Sunday
son. Waterville; Mr.s. G. Frederick I
nothing taken away. It’s whole wheat with
and
thousands
of
preserve
closets
and
cellar
shelves
hold
fruits
and
School
enjoyed a picnic at Jefferson
Urling. Cambridge, Mass.; Mr. and 1
all its vital elements, all the bran just as
Lake Monday.
vegetables packed ln Kendall & Whitney's
Mrs Henry Starr. H. G. Starr, Bas- !
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Page of Bucks
Nature measured it.
PRESERVE JARS—Either LIGHTNING or ATLAS (E-Z). SEAL.
ton; Mr. and Mrs. E. Luther Hallport and Mrs. Walter McLoud and
Known for satisfactory results for many, many years. Sizes %
Won’t you try this vitally different food
j three children of Gilman Falls. N. H..
mann. New York city; J. Stanley [
pint—pint—quart—two quart.
Si.for at least 10 days? It’s ready cooked,
[were callers at C. W. Mank's last
JAR RINGS the ind that stand up whether hot pack, cold pack
[Kelley.
Medfield,
Mass;
Mrs.
Mona
[
ready to eat. Serve it with milk or cream.
1 Monday.
•
or steam pressure method is used.
[ M. McIntosh. Miss Ethel Payson, I
Add the fresh or preserved fruit that you
Mrs. Sarah Nichols of MassachuJELLY TUMBLERS—Best quality. Clear Glass. Ask our prices,
! Rockland; , Mr. and Mrs. Robert J1
| setts has been spending a few weeks
and be happier still.
,
343'2
prefer. And watch it wake your appetite
IFAzn yon ut Nitgtrt Ptlll
[McCormick, Brookline. Mass.; Mr. I
[with Mrs. Clara Whitney.
on tbt ptcitte, tov KNOW
... aod your youth!
yon ban Shrtdiitd Vi'bttl.
fARM, DAIRY and
POULTRY AUFPLItt ~ SECDS~
I Larry Smith of Thomaston is at
jand Mrs. S. S. McIntire, Concord.
the home of his daughter Mrs. StillN H.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bachel- ]
[ man Whitney
der and daughter. Holyoke, Mass.; I
Doris Mank who has been employed
Miss Alice Gordon and Miss Beulah
at H. P. Post’s has returned home
rgDCRAI. end TfMRt STS.>
PORTLAND
MARC n
and her sister Gertrude is now work
[Tutty. Lexington, Mass.; Mr. and
ing there.
Mrs David Oow, Arlington, Mass.

WANTED

i

UTH!

I

mayonnaise

IT’S PRESERVING TIME

SHREDDED WHEAT

ft prHict

NATIONAL BliCUIT COMPANY "Uneed. Biker.”

P! endall & Whitney

. . for taking money
out of taxpayers* pockets
You have never seen this man, but if you drive
a car you have been his victim.
His name is “Hi” Driving Cost. He is laying
foryouonthe street that isLess-Than-concrete.
For every mile you drive on such a street, he
exacts his sly tribute. He makes you buy more
tires, more gasoline. He runs up your repair bills.
High Driving Cost makes “cheap” streets
dear at any price. This has been proved, once
and for all, by impartial surveys of driving costs
on all types of road surfaces. These surveys
show that with even moderate traffic, the cost
of transportation—paving cost plus driving cost
—is less on concrete than on any other kind,
even including an unpaved dirt roadway.
If you’re interested in getting the most for
your taxes — and in lower taxes, insist upon
concrete for the streets you want and need.
It saves you money as a motorist. It saves you
money as a taxpayer—for concrete costs far
less to maintain- And concrete streets are bet
ter looking, easier to ride on, safer in any
weather.

Insist on concrete for your streets—&et
the most and best street for the money—
and the maximum employment for labor!
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
347 Madison Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

DO YOU WANT THESE SAVINGS?
ON THE AVERAGE,
*i'r more per
mile to drlvr on
other pavementa than on
concrete.

14^c to le more
per mile to drive
on unpaved
atrerta than on
concrete.

it costs:

For further
Information
write the
Cement Ser
vice Man,
care of
Portland
Cement
Aaaociation.

0/° QIp ofthe money spent on Concrete
to Ju
Construction goes to Labor!
WASHINGTON

SIMONTON

Mrs. Mabel Thorndike of Rockland There will be a meeting of the
has been spending a few days at the Farm Bureau. Sept. 5, at 1.30, day
home of Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
light, subject, "Pressing at Home,"
Fred Ludwig. Erville Bartlett. Mrs under direction of the project leader,
Lilia Pierpont, Mrs. Evelyn Lancas Mrs. Maud Carver. The women of
ter, Mrs. Lois Ludwig, Miss Doris the community arc invited to attend
Overlock. Miss Marion Mitchell and thc demonstration.
Miss Frances Howes, attended the [
picture entitled “Tugboat Annie" at [
Augusta last Wednesday night.
The girls at Wetona Camp left for j
their various homes Aug. 26 and the
boys at Medomak Damp Aug. 28.
Charles Mitchell of Roslindale,
Mass., is spending two weeks’ vaca
tion at the home of his mother Mrs. ' "At the end of the 2nd bottle of
Mary Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell's wife Kruschen I’m happy to say I'm
minus my superfluous 29 lbs. I never
and two children havc been here for had a hungry moment and I felt bet
the summer and wlll return with tor all the time I was taking them—
much more peppy and' I lost that
him.
Harry Hussey of Topsfield, Mass., loggy, sluggish feeling in the morn
ing " Freida Parks, New Haven. Vt.
formerly of West Washington called) A trim, slender figure, new energy,
on Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Mooers Fri- j glorious health, youthful activity,
clear skin, bright eyes—all these
day.
There was a bad accident at Stick-) splendid results a half teaspoonful ot
Kruschen Salts flrst thing each morn
ney Corner last Saturday when two ing in a glass of hot water bring you
cars collided. The Ford coupe was[ SAFELY and without discomfort.
One jar lasts 4 weeks and costs but,
badly damaged and lt was a marvel
th^t the three girl occupants were not a trifle at any drugstore the world
injured. The Bulck coupe suffered over. Money back lf not satisfied.
But protect your health—make sure
no damage
you get Kruschen.

FEELS REAL HAPPY
AFTER SHE LOST 29
POUNDS OF FAT

Every-Other Day
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ROCKPORT
Mrs Fred LeC.iancc and daughters
Mtss Helen LeChance and Mrs. Berg
strom and son Teddie of Melrose,
Mass., are guests this week of Mrs.
Minnie Crozier.
Mrs. Mary Grinnell and daughters
Florence and Harriett and William
Parker of Philadelphia are at the
Torrey cottage at Northport for two
weeks.
Russell Renwick and Mrs. Deane
Lindsay cf Cheltenham. England, and
Mtss Elsa Deane of Tunbridge Wells
and London were guests of Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth Tuesday.
Mbs Westcott and Miss Davis of
Boston and Mrs. Bldwell of Hart
ford, Conn., are guests of Mrs Fran
ces Carleton
Members of thc Methodist Sunday
School held their annual picnic
Tuesday at Lake Megunticook
Miss Harriett Luce who has been
visiting her brother W, A. Lucq. re
turned Sunday to her home at New
ton.
r,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roche ol
Melrose and Miss Eva Marchant of
Middleboro, Mass., and Miss Hannah
Lindgren of Philadelphia who are
staying at one of the Torrey cottages
at Northport were dinner guests Sun
day of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrgy
Mr and Mrs. Albert Rhodes and
Mrs Mayme Carroll enjoyed a ntotor trip to Calais and Eastport over
the weekend.
Mrs. E C Dunbar of Lowell. Mass
Is visiting Mrs. Kate M. Dunbar.
Sea street.
Mtss Barbara Richardson has re
turned from Laughing Loon Camp at
Waterboro. where she spent the past
six weeks. Enroute she was weekend
guest of relatives In Portland.
Mrs. Clinton Shibles and young-son
Robert Arthur, returned Tuesday
from Camden Community Hospital
James Whitney has moved hls
family into the Raymond Page house
on Pleasant street. Hls former home
which has been sold to Massachusetts
parties Is undergoing repairs and Im
provements.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Luce, who have
been at their summer home here re
turned Sunday to Boston. Thelr
children, however, will remain for a
longer stay. Mrs. Luce coming later
to accompany them home.
Mr and Mrs. Lou Upham and
daughters, Marion and Helena. Mr. i
and Mrs James Miller, daughter■
Ruth, E. S. Merrill, Mrs Orra Bums,
daughter Carolyn and son Orris,
spent 8unday at Watermans Beach
A clambake and corn roast were in
cluded in the day s program.
The Trytohelp Club will hold a
picnic Friday evening at Orcutt s
Bcach in honor of its members who
are at home for thc summer vacation.
Supper at 7 o'clock.
Miss Ruth Miller has been en
gaged as bookkeeper in thc office at .
the High School building and entered
upon her duties there Wednesday.
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AND BUY IT FDR PERFORMANCE!
So captivating is Olrismobile’s style—so appealing its general appearance—

yourself. If you judge hy engine sound alone, you will literally never know

that hundreds have bought new Oldsniohiles without so much as a single

whether you're loafipg in traffic, or turning up ''70” or better on the high

demonstration, Bought them for Style Leadership alone! And they haven't

way. Control is so effortless that the ear practically drives itself. High speeds

acted unwisely, either—for style is worth money—ami that makes the Style

or low, rough roads or smooth, you will ride in /terfect comfort. In fact,

Leader worth morel But you can forget Oldsmohile’s style—ami it still

you will probably say what thousands have said—"It's the finest performer

offers an outstanding attraction to the wise motor ear buyer. For Oldsmo

I ever drove, regardless of cost!”

bile is also the performance leader! Get hack of its wheel and trv it for

itself to you 011 performance—just remember that it's the Style leader, too!

And then—when Oldsmobile has sold

Miss Carolyn Dyer recently visited
Heron Neck Light. She was accom
panied home by Miss Joyce Bennett,
who was her guest over the weekend,
• The light turns green. Down
# You almost never drop bark into
returning Monday to Green's Island
Miss Marjorie Magnuson who has
goes your toe. And —in Oldsmobile
’’second" when a hill looms up
A Sjft
beer, guest of her sister Mrs. Edwin
—you are away! An opening in traf
Rule, returned to Boston Saturday.
ahead. Those 80 horsepower, in the
Miss Mvrtle Delano of Boston and !
fic .. . whether on the streets, or
Six (90, in the Straight Eight) were
Frank Dow of New York who have,
been guests of Mrs. Cora Carlon and
out in the country ... is an oppor
put there to conquer hills! Just
Mrs. James Dickenson at Lane's
tunity
to
shoot
ahead,
if
you
drive
give Oldsmobile the opportunity,
Island, left by plane Tuesday for
Rockland enroute to Boston.
an Oldsmobile. And what a satis
anti it flattens the steepest grades.
E Mont Perry of Rockland, who
faction it is to know that, any time
has been 111 at the home of his niece
Anil this reserve of power is equally
Mrs. L. R Smith, died Tuesday.
you wish it, you can step away from
effective in places where the going
Obituary in another column.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert G. Henderson
practically anything on wheels.
is heavy. Oldsmobile is built for hard
and family who have been at the L.
Try
either
the
Six
or
Straight
work. Side roads are almost always
W. Sanborn camp the past three
weeks, left Tuesday for their home in
Eight—and know the thrill of hav
o|>en, regardless of weather, to the
Farmington. They were accompanied
- - - .$>,
ing complete mastery of thc roatl.
man who drives an Oldsmobile!
by Mr.s David Duncan, who will wait
friends ln North Jay
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Coombs, Mr and
Mrs William Bernhardt of Melrose,
Ground to reveal their formula for testing cars. They
Mass.. Mr and Mrs Fred K. Coombs,'
Kendall Hatch and Miss Norah Or
published this formula in a hook, entitled ’’How to
pen of Boston enjoyed a sail and pic
Test
the Performance of a Motor Gar.” We have a
nic at North Haven Sunday.
When we say that (Hdsmobile is a performance lead
cult to sift the claims and counter-claims about
Misses Rose and Edith Peterson,
number of eopies of this book and will gladly give a
guests at Bridgeside, left Tuesday for
er, we are perfectly willing to have the car put to
performance. But it isn't difficult any more. Oldsmo
eopv free to anvonc w ho calls at our showroom. You
New York
the test. "But how,” you ask, "can the ordinary
bile has made it easy and simple for anyone to test
have never Itefore seen anything like this book —
Mr. and Mrs William Bernhardt,,
who have been spending two weeks j
a motor car. Oldsmobile executives induced the
driver tell when a ear has outstanding performance?”
and vou will want to keep your copy forever. It
at thelr cottage "Wellklt," Shore |
We will admit that, up until now, it has been diffi
testing engineers at the General Motors Proving
is unprejudiced ... does not advertise Oldsmobile.
Acres, went Tuesday to Melrose,
Mass., before leaving for Tokoneke
Park. Darien, Conn., tor a visit with
thelr daughter, Louise Bernhardt
Hlllyer.
Miss Norah Orpen who has been
guest of Mr and Mrs. Fred Coombs,
left Wednesday for Boston.
Miss Lillian Ross and friend ot
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
PRICES F. O. B. LANSING
AND UP
AND UP
James Ross.
Miss Phyllis Nelson has returned
from Squirrel Island.
This party spent the day Aug. 27
at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres: Mrs.
Cora Carlon, Mrs. James Dickenson.
Miss Myrtle Delano of Boston, Frank
Dow of New York, Mr, and' Mrs. L.
W. Lane and Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane
Miss Edith Nickerson has returned j
fr,om Haven's Inn at North HaVen
and is to laave Saturday for Sidney
to resume teaching.
VISIT
THE
GENERAL
MOTORS
BUILDING
AT
THE
CENTURY
OF
P R OGRESS
E X P O S I T I O N,
CHICAGO
The following is from thc Massena
(N. Y.) Transcript: "Donald Patter
son won the 1933 president's cup tour
Peabody, of the Groton School/ sophomore class In the high school
Miss Maude Fuller as assistant tn thc I are planning to build a tabernacle
EAST APPLETON
nament of thc Massena Country Club
NORTH HAVEN
APPLETON MILLS
Groton, Mass. Dr. Peabody was one next week.
High School; Miss Glcnys Hall, I which will seat 3000 people. Several
Aug. 20. Patterson earned hls right
to play ln the champion match by The people of Appleton wlll rejoice Grammar room and Miss Lucy Moody, cottage lots have been sold and the
Friday, Sept 1, at 8.30 daylight, ir of the leaders in effecting these sum
Gardens are yielding produce in
The recent heavy rainfall was of
defeating Gilbert MoCulloch.” Mr. to hear that work has begun on the primary.
buildings now occupied by the pastor the new church, Commander Donald mer arrangements that have worked abundance to those fortunate enougn
great benefit to the cropfc and pas
Patterson is expected here Saturday
laying out of the "Oeorges Pike,’
Cars from Virginia, Tennessee, of the Pentecostal Church. They are B. MacMillan gives hls illustrated ad out so happily, and none labored more to havc them.
to spend a vacation.
tures. although grains and some ot
Louisiana, Wisconsin, North Carolina. going to lake over the hotel and din dress, “My Six Years With Polar Es assiduously than did he. For the oc
starting at Unton line.
The candy and cake sale conduct
the
garden flowers suffered slightly
ing
room,
now
occupied
by
Will
Miller
quimaux."
The
lecture
Ls
for
benefit
casion a splendid large choir of mixed ed Saturday for the benefit of the
EAST APPLETON
Mrs. Juanita (Johnson) Marten ts Florida. Washington. D. C„ New York,
Blackberries are ripe, also choke- in Knox Hospital receiving treatment Massachusetts and Kentucky were In and family, and allow the Pentecostal of the welfare fund. As is usual with voices made up of both summer library netted around 850. The com from the downpour.
cherries.
and best wishes of friends follow her. this place during the convention people the use of their present chapel, occasions in the church there wlll be visitors and island singers, will lend mittee was Mrs. Horace M. Noyes,
Donald Emery of Pawtucket, R. I,
Among recent callers and guests at
Miss Adna Pitman is visiting Mrs. Sunday more than a thousand people rent free. Plans are to make a regu no tickets but those attending are on interest to the service. The island MLss Alice Oould and Mrs. Chester is visiting hls grandmother Mrs.
honor to contribute when the baskets pastor is invited to assist tn the serv Dyer. Phyllis Duncan and Marjorie
were fed in the large dining room lar campground there.
Meadowbrook farm were Alvah Ames Augusta Dyer ln Camden.
Adelia Gushee.
are passed. A month ago Com ice in scripture readings and a few re Huse assisted at the tables.
antj son Vernon and Mrs. Mabel McThe Farm Bureau holds an all-day connected with Will Miller’s home.
Letters received from Richard
APPLETON RIDGE
mander MacMillan gave hLs address in marks. It is earnestly hoped that
Crillls and son Carl of Rockland, and meeting ln the grange hall Friday,
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene havc
Ames of Sprlngfleld. Mass . who was a
Vinalhaven.
The
house
was
packed.
the
island
people
will
'be
present
in
Elizabeth Gushee of Appleton.
subject, "Reconditioning the Ward returned to thelr home in Palmer I Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and guests
visitor here the first of July, say that
Zene Burgess said it was great.
large numbers. The time of service,
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Lulle robe."
Mass., after a two weeks' vacation were Rockland visitors recently.
he ls looking forward to another visit
please
remember
is
at
9.30
standard,
Ufford are saddened to hear of her John Butler has been quite Hl.
spent on their farm hcre.
Miss Cecelia Whitney is spending
Next Sunday there wlll be a union
to Maine in September or October.
an
hour
earlier
than
the
meetings
this
week
In
Pleasantville,
Warrcn,
serious illness.
service upon the lsland as has been
Maurice Butler ls ln New Hamp
Miss Maxine Copp is in Knox
Wallace Griffin is working on the
Among rccent friends to fish and shire on an extended trip.
*
Hospital for an appendicitis opera guest of Mrs. Jennie Whitney Con the custom the last Sunday of the have been at the Pulpit Harbor
road.
t
o
Church.
picnic on Sennebec and shore were Callers on Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Cur tion. and ls getting along nicely.
ant.
summer schedule. This service has
Oerald Ames of Union is spending
welcomed our former townsman rier Friday evening were Mrs. Leon
Richard MacNoll, nephew of Mrs. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Mrs. Marion Sukeforth and chil j M. M Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth New special significance, it being the
Ralph Gushee, now of New York, ana ard Hall of Massachusetts and Mr dren have been spending several days bert, Maerlee Barlow and Frank L. tenth anniversary of the dedication Herman Crockett, after passing a va served the families of Knox County a vacation with hls grandmother
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs. Mary Ames.
a party of his friends.
and Mrs. Stanley Hall and children with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Meservey who have been ill are im- of the new church-building
For cation of seven weeks in North Ha
Day Telephone 450-781-1
Many autos passed this way Sun of Connecticut.
this reason it ls of great satisfaction ven with hls aunt, returned to Bol
Oreen corn and new potatoes are
Hall, and her aunt Mrs. W. O. ! proving.
day—Grange picnic, convention and Schools ln town begin Tuesday fol Currier.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins of to have the building newly painted, ton, Mass., Monday morning. Rich
very fine these days, also the beets,
BURPEE’S
a ball game, also many going to the lowing Labor Day. S. B. Eaton of
The Church of God has purchased South Hope were callers Sunday at as was done in June, and looking so ard is a fine boy and lias endeared
string beans nnd other garden vege
ROCKLAND, ME.
Belfast returns as principal and a five-acre field of Will Miller and 1 M. M. Brown's.
beach.
flne. The speaker will be Dr. Endicott himself to everyone, He enters the
tables.

How DO you judge a car’s performance?

OLDSMOBILE <=7Y£J745*^<w845
MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

21 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMPLETE
FUNERALS
A M AEKATE CoSI

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

COMMUNITY CHEST
This Campaign Is To Raise

$3000 By Voluntary Sub
scriptions
Rockland's Community Chest is en
gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for •
the help of the Home for Aged Wom
en and to retain here the service of!
the Red Cross, which without this J
immediate help must be withdrawn— j
which would be a calamity, in par- '
ticuiar to the/Jess fortunate classes of
the city.
Tlie following contributions have j
been received. Others may be sent 1
either to the Chamber of Commerce
or to this paper. Checks should be ’
made payable to Community Chest.
Received to date:
A Friend
103
Miss Lena Miller ...................... 3 00
E. I,. Brcwn
10.00
F. M. Kittredge
2.00
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg .......... 10 00
Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns .......... 5 00 ■
Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5.00 ]
Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark ............. 4 00
Clinton H. Crane .............25.00
Mrs. Mary H. Wardwell .........."10 00
IcDcugal -Ladd Co.................. 15 00 ,

♦ LOST AND FOUND ♦

♦
♦

>

*

I

Out comet the big new Dodge "6” after 600 hours in the "Punishment Pit”

SAVES YOU MONEY 7 WAYS
“Show Down” Plan proves it. Ask your dealer
O wonder Dodge owners say this big, new Six4

Total to date ....................

FOR SALE

I Advertisements ln this column not to
| exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
--------- -------------I
I cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi •£ *•* *•**•**•.*•.<•*■*>■•. .^ ■•.*•• >^ ^* •* ^
tional lines five MQtf each for one time.
FOR SALE Several hundred Rhode
10 cents for three times. Sil WOrdl Island
Red pullets. March and April
I make a line.
hatched, all laying or ready to lay. Re
turnable crates loaned to out of town
H*m**m**»**«**«* -•*♦*•■•♦• «,**>••<» S* buyers. STOVER FEED MFG. CO. on
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just be
low Armour's. Tel 1200.
103-105
TWENTY used cars. Including: 1932
Chevrolet truck. 1932 Chevrolet live
passenger coupe. 1930 Chevrolet sedan.
BLACK handbag lost Aug. 25 contain 1931 Ford sedan. 1929 Ford panel truck.
ing eye glasses, memorandum book and 1930 Chevrolet coupe. 1931 Pontiac sedan.
about $2
Return to THE COURIER- 1931 Ford pick up truck, also new Fords,
103*105 Chevrolet nnd Plymouth with large al
GAZETTE office for reward.
lowance on used cars. FREDERICK U.
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of WAITZ
Broadwuv TpI qqq m
deposit book numbered 26520 and the WAL1*
Broadway. Tel.
I owner of said book asks for duplicate ln -------------- -----------... . ................
NOW IS the time to bujT a bird dog for
accordance with the provision of the
! State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. fall hunting. Female English Setter,
By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Trea- Rock broken on woodcock nnd partridge.
land. Maine. Aug. 17. 1933 .
98*Th-104 Some fine dog. DR. SHERMAN, Rock
land. TG_ 598W______________103-105
PEARS, corn, cucumbers, tomatoes^
greens and other vegetables for sale.
♦
H. E. BOWDEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R

N

$044 00

saves them $150 or more on running expenses
alone. Every modem, advanced engineering feature
in this sensational Dodge is planned and built to assure
the greatest operating economy.

THOMASTON

save you up to $150. These points help to cut down
gas, cut down oil, cut down running expense in every
way. Yet with all its ruggedness ... with all its smart
style . .. with all its money-saving features . .. this
big new Dodge costs only a few dollars more than
lowest-priced cars.
Prove these facts for yourself. Ask your dealer for
the sensational ‘‘Show Down” Plan. It’s a new easy
way to compare Dodge with other cars. You test it— '
try it—make it sell itself to you! Ask for the free
“Show Down” Plan and Score Card now.

!
i

WANTED

________________________

FIVE TUBE radio set for sale or trade.
Is In good condition Also Vlctrola with
records.
Will trade for cow. hay. hens
USED furniture and ranges wanted.
SHERMAN.
Phone 1154
STUDLEY FURNITURE or rabbit hounds DR
103-105
CO.. Rockland.
103-105 t Tel. 598-W. Rockland.
MIDDLEAGED woman wanted to take ' RUGS hooked and braided, old and
charge In elderly man's home. Write new. well made. Price reasonable. MRS.
A M . care this paper
104*106! Q* 8. BLACK. 10 Sweetland St.. City
103*105
ELDERLY woman wanted to do light
FOR SALE—"More For Less" Egg Mash.
housework and take care of invalid
$1.98;
More
For
Less"
Growing
Feed.
TEL ROCKLAND 21-23._______ 104-100
$1.98; More For Less" Dairy Feed. $1.63;
YOUNG man would like work on a
More Frtr Less ' Scratch Feed. $190;
farm, for board and small wages. Write "More For Less” Stock Feed. $1.49. All
RUSSELL T. SNOWDEAL. South Thom of <>ur poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
aston.
102*101 ' Oll. and Dried Milk. No other feeds
HOUSE-KEtPINO
position wanted offer you such great values as our "More
They are made
Neat.
Reliable.
Excellent character
Leave city lf necessary Write J. L., care daily. Buy them today and save the
difference
STOVER
FEED MFG CO.. on
Courier-Gazette.
104*109
track at 86 Park St., just below Armour's.
PROBATE WORK wanted
Eleven
1200.______
104-106
vears’ experience in Probate Office.
SELECTED plums. best quality for
EDNA. M. ------------PAYSON. —
81 _
Grace —
8t. Tel.
81-tf sale by MRS MARY CLARK. 18 Jeffer
163-M.
son St., City.
103-105
POSITION as chef or order cook want
PLUMS for sale, 25c a peqk. at 49
ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
104-lt
Orace St . Citv
*tf BREWSTER ST
FOR SALE Direct from the manufac
turer. a carload of "Presto” preserve
Jars at the lowest price ever sold for
I
these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jars.
Pints. 77c doz.; Quarts 87c doz.; Two
♦
Quarts. $123 doz. Only 2000 dozen of
these Standard ’ Jars offered for sale at
these low prices, and subject to manuCOTTAGES and camps to let and for ' facturer's advance ln prices. Buy today
sale.
E. V. SHEA. South Thomaston your supply for this year and next year.
Tel. Rockland 354-11.
86-tf You probably wlll never buy preserve
FOR SALE at once at tnese prices £« »«»*“ at euch low prices. Every
Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. S800 jjhi.hart Ja,.’he hJn?ruJfac,ur*[,s nam.®
also cottage at Meguntlcook Lake $1600
[L J 2 ' mi‘ qu? ,ty; “a‘1
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154. '
o.ders filled
c f check
or
P.
O. order. STOVER FEED MFO.
94 tf '
CO. ou track at 86 Park St.. Rockland.
Juat below Armour’s. Tel. 1200. 103-105
SEVERAL tenements to let In good
♦
condition, very reasonable rent Call at
I
C. M BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
104-109
♦
* ♦
TWO tires 2-35x5 with lubes and rims
at
a
bargain.
Tires
slightly
used.
The
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orden pair complete 05 00; also a heavy duty
battery
In
perfect
condition
at
a
barsolicited. H. C. RHOOM Tel. 51991-tr gam ERNEST L. STARRETT. Warren.
Tel. 1-13.
99*104
we are prepared to make your wool _------------------ - --------- _
into yarn
Write for prices. Also rug
FOR SALE—Four Police pups, five
an(, gmttlng varna tor sale. Sample? months old. One brlndle pit bull dog.
free. H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
lyunonthxold One Spitz pup, four
104-1151 months old. pure white? Large' White
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at al.
" CrMe?* fu“ l5ES
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO Write tor prices on dogs. STOVER
___________________________________91~tf . FEED MFG CO . on track at 86 Park St .
KEYS! KEYS’ KEYSI Keys made to Forkland. Just below Armours.
Tel.
order. Keys made to fit locks when t29®
103-105
original keys are lost. House, ulflce oi
Whtw you are planning to sell your
Car. Code books provide keys for all chickens snd fowl, call PETER ED
locks without bother. Scissors and WARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland.
91-tf
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
PITTED hard wood and junks, per
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO .
cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CAR408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
91-tf
91-tf ROLL. Tel. 263-21

U*

And to prove that Dodge can “take it”—to prove
Sidney Metcalf of Rcckvllle Center.
it is tough and rugged as it is good looking — this
Lcng Island. N. Y.. is at the Kr.ox
new Dodge is subjected to punishment that you would
Hotel. Mr. Metcalf who was Thom
never give it—no matter how many years you drove it
aston bom. was fer a long time
Dodge offers you 7 definite points of economy that
prominent in the musical circles of
the town and a leader of the Thom
ND UP, F.O.B.
aston band.
We don't have to tell you ^hat prices are going up
Samuel Oenthner and family of
FACTORY, DETROIT
. . . everyone knows it . . . Our buyer foresaw it and
Fairhaven. Mass., who have <beer.
11S-INCM WHCELBASE
ol Mi ond Mrs. Alpheu-ordered these suits long ago so he could pass on to
Jones left Wednesday upon their I
WITH
PATENTED
FLOATING
POWER
ENGINE
MOUNTINGS
return home.
you this REAL opportunity to save. Here are the
There will be no services at the
PARK ST., ROCKLAND
DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.,
TEL. 124
newest colors you can buy. Here are the season’s
Baptist Church this Thursday eve
ning. that opportunity may b? giver,
successful models ... the fabrics are from the most
for those who desire to attend the
religious festival of the Kr.ox Coun Pictures always talk, sometimes ?t Pert Clyde has moved his family
EFFECT GREAT ECONOMIES
dependable mills ... You’ll be more than pleased with
ty A sociation for Rural Religious audibly. Iceland. Norway. Denmark nto the William Flint house on Knox
Education, at the Congregational j and Russia were the countries visited, ’street.
the quality of their cut and tailoring ... All sizes.
Paint Material Prices Advancing
Church in Rorkland Thursday and the latter called forth many services at the Church of St John
Rapidly So Prompt Action Will Save
afternoon and evening.
question?, showing the general inter- Baptist for Sunday are as follows: 9
Money
Miss Anna Donahue of Boston est of the peopl? ln that giant land. a. m Holy Eucharist; 10.45 a. m.
Of course you'll have to have a good Wardrobe
came Tuesday to spend a few days It is claimed that tourists are per- church School; 7 p. m. Evensong and
To postpone necessary painting is
with her sisters.
mitted to view only these things the germon.
always poor economy because repair
Trunk. We are showing a new model with all the
Miss Harriet Rose of Boston is government cares to have shown
,
There will be a food sale on the bills pile up and. ..
the value of neg.ee.ed
guest of Mrs. John Creighton for A gentleman in the audience Capt. Iawn
the Church of gt J()hn
latest improvements,
property
declines.
But
to defer paintseme days.
•s.’-uas»
«« ■> ■*»■»
Mayflower Temple whose meetings frequent visits to the countries
ing at this time will proveu even more
Special orders may be telephoned to
were suspended for a few weeks will named, excepting Iceland.
Mrs.
COStly. for the prices Of both skilled
resume them next Friday evening.
Starrett. has traveled ln other coun Mrs Robert Watts. High street or to labor and of painting materials are
Wilbert Rice who is having his tries and it is hoped that later she Mrs. Albert Hall. In case of rain the
mounting rapidly.
eves operated upon by Dr. Hill of may give another talk. Thc lecture : ale will be held in Walsh's store.
These are the views of Mr. Jame
Waterville has been at home for a was sponsored by t.he Half Hour
SuitCases, Bags and Gladstones, Brief Cases, Travel
. few days. He will return to Water Reading Club of the Thomaston
son, of the J. A Jameson Co., dis
CAMDEN
ville Friday for another operation1 Public Library and the proceeds will
ing Cases, Overnight Cases, Laundry Cases,
There will be a vesper service at tributors of du Pont finishes in this
which will be performed by Dr. Hill be used to purchase new bosks.
the First Congregational Church territory. Mr Jameson announces
at the hospital in that city.
Rev.--------------------and Mrs. H S Kilborn have Sunday evening, with numbers bv,
----_ T
__ , __
John Creighton Is in Boston to at returned from a vacation. Mr Ki!- James O'Hara, church organist, and that E 1 DuPont de Nemours & Co.,
I!
tend the Oillchrest-Williams wed born will preach Sunday morning at vcral solos bv Ralph Wilson.
No. 13734
\ on€ of the world's largest paint manu*
ding in Brooklin? Friday, in which 11 o'clock.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
♦
Mrs. A. W. Hatch and daughter facturers, is at present launching a
«
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
he will act as usher.
James A. Creighton and family Louise have returned to Wollaston,
«
♦
Washington, D. C.. July 19. 1933 .
And then there's the indispensable Portable Type
Mrs. Abbie Feyler is having a who have been In town for several Mass., after spending the summer at nation-wide "Buy Paint Now" cam
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
paign in order to extend to home- presented
tenement built over her new garage week; are leaving next Saturday for Lake Meguntlcook.
to
the
undersigned
It
has
been
SIX
ROOM
second
floor
flat
with
writer,
The correspondent Is informed if their home in Hamburg. N. Y.
' Mrz ar.d Mrs. Charles Clifford of owners the advantages of paint prices made to appear that
bitthvt ) let. adults only. Inquire LIL
will be occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
The death of Mrs. Ethel (Vose’ Eoston at? visiting relatives in Cam that are still near rock bottom.
RO(
KI
.Wl)
102*104
Ralph Blackington and family.
Grover Wednesday morning from den.
Nearly
all
types
of
commodities
—
In
the
CITY
of
ROCKLAND
In
the
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
Roger Kalloch who has been | heart trouble, was a great surprise
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Plummer are silver, copper. Wheat. Steel and the County of KNOX and State of MAINE apartment.
modern
to
let. MRS.
spending thr?e weeks in Portland, and shock to her friends. So far as occupying the Lawrence Roakcs
has complied with all the provisions of FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
hfts returned to his heme here with known to the general public Mrs. hcuse on Pearl street.
raw materials used in manufacture— ! the Statutes of the United States, re
•
96-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Copeland.
Oyover had been in good health.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hunt have re- have risen sharply ln price. This quired to be complied with before an
TWO furnished rooms to let for light
association shall be authorized to com- I housekeeping.
Citizens of the town are much Funeral services wlll be held Friday I turned to Southport. Conn., after
18
MASONIC
ST.,
City.
the business of Banking
pleased with the Improvements jI at 2 o'clock from her late residence pending a few weeks at the Thorn- Increased cost of raw materials can mence
__ _____________________________ 102*104
NOW Therefore I. J. F. T O'CONNOR
biggest Portable Bargain ever
made bv E F. Dorman & Son in the In Hyler street.
FURNISHED apartment on Orient St .
dlk? hemes .’ad on Chestnut street not fail to be reflected In higher retail | Comptroller of the Currency, do heu-by
1 to let Inquire ALBERT PETERSON, at
certify that
building and lot they recently pur
Miss Barbara Grover of North j Members of the Rotary Club en prices in the near future.
ofFered. This famous model has always
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
104-tf
OF
chased. The building has been re Dana. Mass., is guest of Mis; Kather- , Joyed a trip to Maker's Island TuesThus, actual cash savings may be “™E F,RS VcStl^ir
single house and garage^-SCIw
sold for $20.00. Thousands in use.
paired
and
painted.
and
an
attrac

j ine Creighton.
, day. Thev left. Camd?n about 5 made by painting at this time, saia 1 tn the city of rockland in the 2’0n\’
Only a few left. • • • Act quickly 1
?un"y fine loc*t‘on 189
tive showroom has been finished.
The sal? of cooked food Friday by o'clock and upon arrival at the island
103*105
Jameson who is co-oDeratinz CounIy ot KNOX and state of MA,NE
ts Broadway.
*” CALL 1179-J.
-vir. Jameson, wno is co-operating authorized to commence. the
busl
The Dormans have an established ;he Nursing Association will be held j enjoyed a supper of baked clams, lob- Mr
__ _____ tness
FURNISHED rooms, to let; all modern
W
’
ith
the
du
Pont
Company
in
observI
of
Banking
as
provided
ln
Section
Fifty
C<
nvenlenrrj.
FLORA
KIRKPATRICK.
| reputation for good work ar.d fair on the hotel annex lawn if pleasant, i sters, etc.
99-tf
dealing, and the town is fortunate to | or if stormy in Walsh s store, begin- ! Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury ing the special "Buy Paint Now" 1 one hundred and sixty nine of the Re- 15 Orove St. Tel. 94-R
vised Statutes of the United State,.
WELL_fur'nl,hed apartment to let.
I have them even to a limited degree ning at 2 o'clock.
and guests Mr. and Mrs. Charles drive here. He urged property own
imony Whereof, witness ’■hm* room toilet and shed io i^koy
• • • »
ISeall my hand and Seal of Office thi. ST Te 56-W
m 3
Mls F.orer.c? Jenkins who has
W.irner Jcnes cf Jersey City. N. Y.
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933.
156-----------------------------been guest cf MIm Lena Shorey re
will spend ».he weekend at Camp Bo- ers to fill their paint needs immedi
J
F
T
O'Connor
HOUSE
to
let
at
5
Rockland
St
. all
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jonn
Putnam
and
ately.—adv.
turned Tuesday to her home in
kavi, Hesmer Pend.
Comptroller of the Currency.
modern, garage. D. SHAFTER. 15 Rockchildren Roger and Barbara cf Dor88-114 'and St._____________
»4-tf
___________
Mrs. Richard Damerv and son
August*.
and Mrs. Lawrence
Squire
Mrs. Kellie (Healey* Starrett gave ' Chester
,
. .....
..
i Alden are spending a few days in
A MOTHER
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
_
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
91-tf
a very interesting talk on "My 'and daughter Betty of Milton. Mass. Bo,ton and Brcckton.
Today a mother ls weeping
Whereas
Charles
8.
Orotton
of
Rock~
^,.7,—
----------------------------- —
■ple Garden Club is to meet Friday
Crulce to the No:th Cape." Tuesday .vere supper guests Monday of Mr.
For thc ones she loved so well.
land, ln the County of Knox and State
FOL*1 ROOM apartment with bath to
With grief and pain and sorrow
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated lct Jla a month V. F. STUDLEY. 283
evening, illustrated by many slides and Mrs. William T. Smith at their »aL?rr.03n at the Camden Yacht
Too great for tongue to tell;
Mav 1st. 1931. and recorded ln Knox Maln st- Tcl- 11M' 92-tf
shown by the stereopticon. Mrs. .summer home on Btcchwoods street, club. Refreshments will be served.
Today her heart ls broken
Registry of Deeds. Book 225. Page 596 I HEATED apart merits, su moaern. lour
Starrett has a very pleasing manner, Percy Demmons is driving a new
With grief that none can share.
conveyed to Fred A. Thorndike and ! rooms. Appl
‘
’
ly
at
CAMDEN
&
ROCKAs ever, the only solace
Oeorge W. Bachelder both of sakl LAND WATER CO. Te’.. 634.
a keen mind and excellent memory- .Buick sedan.
91-tf
UNION
Is
a
mother's
broken
prayer.
Rockland.
_
apd
Cleveland
Sleeper
of
strong points in a public speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen who
HALF a double house to let at 83
Fill b"
b* a baby conference
coni
There will
at
South Thomaston, all ln said County
have been with S!lss M. Belle Cullen I the M. E. vestry Friday and Dr.
"Let not your hqart be troubled.'
___
and _____
State, _a ..................
certain lot or parcel of Summer St. Inquire C. M. HARRINOOod has taught us to say;
land with the buildings thereon situ- TOW- Ttl- Ml-W.__________________ 91-tf
for some weeks, left Tuesday for a Plumer and Miss Sutherland will be
The light of His heavenly presence
ated at Crescent Beach In the Town of
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
I stay at their cottage at Pine Point: present. Mothers are requested to
Wlll brighten the lonely way
Owl s Head, ln thc County of Knox, de floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M.
He wlll fold this mother’s treasures
scribed as follows;
before returning to Lewiston.
i
there early in theaft?rnoon.
ORIFFIN,
25 Ocean St.
C-tf
To His tender, loving breast
Beginning at a bolt at the Junction j
___ ______________________________
The Pythian Sisters are requested
Mrs. Palmer' Martin has been conCX3
And In His arms so loving
of Seaside Road nnd Cresrent Tcrrnri
TWO RFATS. upper and lower, at 34
to meet at the hall Friday at 1.30 ta iined to her bed several days with
Their souls shall sweetly rest.
thence Northerly on the W. stern line PIeas'>h' SI
Apply MISS ANNE FLINT,
of Crescent Terrace to lot now or form- 32 School St., or Tcl. 1161-R.
81-tf
attend the funeral of Mrs. Alton a lame back
Ood In his tender mercy.
I erly of Orace D Orsay; thence Wo-rdy, —" ■ , — ._______
Grover.
Miss Jeanette Miller of Stoneham
Who gave his only Son.
by said D'Orsay lot and lot now or for9
Will share this mother's sorrow
Mrs. Metcalf and two daughters Ma’J.. was a recent guest of her
merly of Ava Lawry to thc driveway I
•
As she bows. Thy wlll be done;
I thence Northerly by the Easterly llni
DC A I rCTITr
who have occupied Mrs. Chester father Roy Miller.
And
the
angels
up
ln
heaven
of
the
driveway
to
a
point
op;.
’
Kr.AI.
LN
I
A
I
fc
’
(3
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alden and
Vcse's house on High street for the
Will hide their faces sweet.
Southeasterly corner of Edv.ard M To!- »
•vuixxj uuiniu
,
As the pearly gates swing open.
summer have returned to Pelham, daughter Priscilla visited relatives
mail's lot; thence We-terly aero, said R —
And her loved ones she shall meet.
and friends in Orleans. Mass., last
driveway and by said Tolman lot and by 1 Pnn o.tP ,,, „„ ... „ . ,
N. Y.
lot of A J Tolman to the Southwester'LA?1E"LA1115' r'nt Planc
Margaret Elwell.
Spruce Head.
! Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dooley and son week.
ly corner thereof; thence Northerly by j Knox Hall, South Thomaston; $2100.
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs.
Henry
Ames
and
eight
room
house and barn; $425. four
the Westerly line of said A J Tolman
who have been visiting their sisters,
lot and the Austin J. Moody lot. and tht* *crps of land; *1250- lar«e double tene' the Misses Donohue, returned Tues grandson Henry Ix>onard and Mrs
E M. O'Neil lot to the Northwesterly ?ent house- >2000, double tenement
n spent. Sunday at Fort Knox
corner thereof: thence Westerly to the "ousr a11 ln South Thomaston. V. F.
day to their home in Arlington, Mass. Roc
Justin Ames has work at the Jones j
Easterly side line of Kenilworth Road 1 STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Mrs.
Matie
Spaulding
had
for
one pound jar
12c
Sanltcrium.
thence Southerly by said road to the I ____________________ ______________ 88-tf
PEANUT BUTTER
guests Tuesday at Holiday Beach Mrs.
Southeasterly corner of said Road and ’ FIVE ROOM house for sale, on Broad Tne Paper City Poultry Co. of
; Bvergreen Avenue; thence Westerly on way. $1000. Must be sold nt once V
Cera Currier. Mrs. Edna Smith and Westbrook, who have been occupy
said Evergreen A\enue to Olendale F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
KOR PACK
SHEFFIELD'S
Mrs. Ora Woodcock.
ing the big shop owned by Roy Miller,
Avenue; thence Southerly by Glendal.»
ina
) The crew working on the Wads- and buying poultry in this vicinity.
Avenue to Stonvhurst Avenue: thence —
g---------------------------------------------- —
Easterly by Stonyhurst Avenue to a FARM for sale. 100 acres. 30 tillable,
| werth street bridge expect to com tave given up their rent and repoint opposite the Easterly line of the 60 wood* 10 pasture. Fronting on ocean
plete their work Saturday, which will urned to Westbrcok.
Mary Emery cottage lot; thence South- lnlet* back on Friendship river, on Pleas*
erly across said avenue and by said ant Point road ln South Cushing.
make about three weeks of labor.
DORIS
NORWEGIAN
Emery lot. to the shore; thence Easterly 'rillrty apple trees, four room bungalow,
THE
PAYSON-FOGLERS
FAST-FREQOENT SCHEDULES
The draw was moved north 4'4 inches.
by the shore to a point opposite tht garage, chicken house. Apply on premThe cement work was not replaced,
piace of beginning; thence Northerly, in l:OS* MRS. A. C. CAMPBELL
104*106
FROM
ROCKLAND
]
a direct line, to place of beginning.
A 30-ACRE farm, eight of blueberries:
The Payson-Fogler reunion recently
timber being used, as it was thought
Excepting
and
reserving
a.
1
rights
In
]
balance
ln
fields.
Buildings
fair,
good
TO
it would be better to await any fur held at Glencove Grange hall though
the streets, wajs or avenues here ofore wuter On fair road near Stlcknev CorFANCY
conveyed and all rights acquired by ner_ In-Washington. Price $450. W. L.
ther movement of thc pier before no^ largely attended as iast year was
others.
using cement.
!a most enjoyable affair, relatives
BOSTON
Sfl
CHRISTIANSON.
Washington,
Me..
Also hereby conveying the nrteslan North Waldoboro P. O.
102-104
Arthur Pease ls building a two car ; from many towns around, as well as
1 Hour 40 minutes *9.05 A.M.
wells on said land and all pipe lines and
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
equipment connected therewith and the
garage on Water street, where Capt. lout of the State, gathering to
PURE
full ownership of the. water works, so St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
.50
Samuel Watts & Co. built their ves reminisce. The dinner hour was a
electric
lights, large lot. Price right.
called,
as
formerly
owned
and
oper

PORTLAND
happy time. In the absence of Presi
ated by these Grantees. (Thorndike Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me.
sels
40 minutes *9.05 A M
Sleeper and Bachelder). See deed of ___
_________________ 97-tf
Ted Bailey of Hamburg, N. Y. who dent Will Fogler of Philadelphia, El
Fred A Thorndike et als. to Charles S
FOR SALE -Slx room house, good lo
has been visiting his chum, Jimmy mer C. St. Clair of Rockport presid
Grotton.
cation.
price
right.
This property ls a
ed Letters from absent members
And Whereas said George W. Bach
BANGOR
SJ .00
Creighton returned home Friday.
elder assigned all his right, title nnd good investment. Its location ls on a
were
read,
among
them
one
from
30
Minute,
*6
IS
P
M.
The Eastern Star School of Instrucinterest In and to said mortgage, and cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
95-tf
the note and debt thereby secured to Estate Agency.
tion will be held at Rockport next Mtf:s H,'lcn F°Sle’'
now makes
RESERVATIONS
said
Fred A. Thorndike and Cleveland
SWEF.T MIXED
Wednesday, opening at 10.30 a. m ,her h0Inr in P“to* Franc(> Several
Phone Rockland 92 ticket agent
Sleeper, by his deed of assignment
Rockland, Me., or any tourist or
daylight. Harbor Light Chapter will members vied with one another ln
dated September 29th, 1931. and re
"travel bureau or hotel porter.
corded In Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
exemplify the work. Luncheon will lel"n? stories. Tlie officers were reLow Round Trip Fares
231. Page 2.
be served at noon. The worthy ma- elected. An invitation was extended
•Daily. (Daylight Time)
And Whereas the condition of said
OLD COLONY
PURE
tron of Grace Chapter urges as
an<* Mrs- ®corKe I*. St. Clair
mortgage has been broken.
Taxi Service
Now Therefore by reason of the breach
Parcel Delivery
to
hold
next
year's
reunion
at
their
Between Airport and business center
many as possible to attend
of the condition thereof, we claim a
available if desired.
Mrs. Lena Delano who has been cottage at Crescent Beach. An ac- ]
foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated
at
Rockland. Maine.
this
in Brewer since mid-June on a case, ceptance was expressed by the presld-'
Family Washings
B-M AIRWAYS, INC. twenty-second
dav of August. A. D. 1933.
DIAMOND
BAKER'S—HERSIIEY'S
j has returned home. After a few days Ing officer, voicing the appreciation |
FRED A. THORNDIKE
Called
For and Delivered
of
all.
Tlie
reunion
is
held
on
the
she will go to East Friendship to be
CLEVELAND .SLEEPER
MAINE
with Mrs. Hattie Burns who ls in ill fourtlT Wednesday in August invari-1 Why suffer tortures from Rheuma Knox. ss. STATE OFAugust
22nd, 1933.
ably.
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
I health.
Personally appeared the above named
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
Fred A.
Thorndike and
Cleveland
| John Shrader of Jefferson, a for
ORANGE PEKOE
BOSTON LIGHT
METHYL BALM
Sleeper, and made oath that the fore
mer resident of Thomaston, was ln
Butcher: "Did ycu get the bill l[ will bring almost Instant relief?
going foreclosure notice, by them signed,
Tel. 106-R
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
'.own Wednesday looking up former sent you last week.”
is true.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Before me.
acquaintances.
Congressman: "Yes, it has passed) Sent Post Paid on receipt of price

Summer Cottages

DODGE 6 *595:

MISCELLANEOUS A

$25.00

S1.98, $2.15

TO LET

GREGORY’S

SEALECT MILK, 3 for

17c CRABMEAT, reg. size can, 15c

{

SARDINES, in pure olive oil, 5c SALAD DRESSING, quart, 25c

CORNED BEEF, No. lean, 15c

SHRIMP, can,

He

RED SALMON, tall can,

17c

BAKED BEANS, tall can,

10c

TOMATO SOUP, can

10c KETCHUP, Ige. bottles,
VEGETABLE SOUP, can,
5c

OLIVES, plain, stuffed,

10c PICKLES, quart,

21c

MALT, can,

49c GRAPEJU1CE,lull pint; only 10c

WALNUTS, pound,

19c COCOA, 1-2 lb. can,

M

6c

Light Trucking

10c

Walter Dorgan

TEA, pound,

33c COFFEE, pound,

19c

1

Mr. Low of the cold storage plant .the first reading.”

50 cents

18-Th-tf

101-Th-107

GILFORD B. BUTLER
Justice of the Peace.

Every-Other-Day

I GETTING READY
♦
♦
♦
4
♦
4
I
i

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
+
♦
♦
♦
♦

* 4.4.4.4.< « .4 . 4..>4.4.<.<<•* * * * * * * * * * * .

4*

OCl ETY.

Why not select two or three of our distinctive Fall
Dresses at their present low prices? We have some
outstanding creations by some of the industry’s most
capable Dress Designers. The quality and dura
bility of the fabrics used in these exquisite models
will cause you to marvel at the prices. Be sure to
come in at once, as even this newest stock cannot be
replaced to sell at the same low figures.

$2.95 • $3.95

FOR SEPTEMBER DAYS
Our Summer Dresses are ideal for school or street
on the perfect Indian summer days that will soon be
here. Priced so you can afford several.
Regular $1.00 to $2.98 Dresses, now priced—

49c to $1.98

FALL SWEATERS
All sizes; all popular colors; long or short sleeves

49c to 79c
4

Silk, Rayon and Cotton Underwear, Hosiery
Nightgowns, Pajamas
Cape Gloves, $1.00, $1.39
Doeskin Gloves. 89c
Handbags, 49c, 69c, 89c
f acial Creams, Cleansing Tissue, Sanitary Napkins

The Ladytair
393 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

PAINT & VARNISH PRICES
HAVE GONE UP!

I have a goad stock on hand, bought before the ad
vance. I am in need of money to pay for same.
While it lasts, Buy at These Low Prices

TOURA1NE 100% PURE PAINT
With analysis on the can

Outside White, per gal. $2.65. Colors, per gal. $2.50
PARKWAY MIXED PAINT
White, per gal.
$2.13. Colors, per gal.

$1.98

PURE GREEN PAINT COSTS MORE

$1.19

Excello Mixed Paint, per gallon,
Fourteen Colors Io Choose From—Also White

$1.98

Sunspar Varnish,

Satisfaction Guarantied or Money Back

Four Hour Spar Varnish.

Pure White Shellac, 4 lb. Cut, per gallon,
Pure Orange Shellac, 4 lb. Cut, per gallon,

$1.75
$1.55

80% White Lead, 20% Zinc Oxide, Paste White 3.35
1.10
One Gallon Linseed Oil,
4.45
You get Two Gallons Quality Paint for
2.40
1.10
3.50

40-40-20 Paste White,
One Gallon Linseed Oil,
You get Two Gallons Good Paint for

HARRY CARR
104’Thl07

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maxey cf
Portland and Mrs. Charles A. Res?
are back in Portland after a trip to
th? Century of Progress Exposition
in Chicago. Mrs. Rose is expected
TELEPHONE ___ ____________ 710 or 794
to return home the latter part of he
week.
Mrs. Philip Brown and sons Ernest
and Philip of North Haven, are
Capt, and Mrs. L. A. Crockett, An
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald L drew’ Coffey and Miss Madelyn Cof
Kelsey. Nort.h Main street, and visit fey were in Boston for the weekend.
ing ether relatives in this vicinity.
George O'Hara cf Point of Pines
Mrs. Ida Snow of Stonington was and sister, Mrs. Prank Jandrin of
in the city last week, called by the Revere. Mass., arrive today to be
death of her sister-in-law, Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. James O'Hara
Charles Barter.
over the holiday. Mrs. Jandrin re
sides in th? oldest house in Revere,
Misses Virginia Procicr and Helen located on land granted by the King
Delano were guests Sunday of Miss of England.
Mary Gay at Friendship.
Rev. and Mrs. P c. Wheelock and
Miss Cleo Drew has returned to family of Springfield, Ma«s., were
Vinalhaven after visiting Miss Vel- dinner guests last night of Mrs. Har
zora Look.
riet Silsby Frost, prior to attending
the McLaughlin concert.
Mrs. W. N. Hooper, daughter Syl
via and son Kenneth, have returned
Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine has been
from several weeks' stay at Martins guest of the Misses Britt, Limerock
ville.
street, for a few days while recuperat
ing from a tonsil operation at Knox
Robert Tweedie of Brooklyn is t.he Hospital She returns to Port Fairguest of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. field today with her husband who
H. V. Tweed??. North Main street, for came down yesterday from Bangor
a week. Mr. Tweedie is in the em where he has been teaching at the
ploy of the New York Telephone Co. Theological Seminary during the
summer.
Miss Ebha Kalloch Ls visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Almon Miller, in Vinal
William Rounds and Sydney Snow [
haven.
1 left yesterday on a motor trip to Mt.
Katahdin, expecting to return Sat
Mrs. G. D. Gould of Warren is the urday.
guest cf Mrs. Sarah Ross in Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak wAre'
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall in Machias and Millbridge Monday. ,
have as a guest, their niece. Miss
Elizabeth Killeran of Cushing.
Mrs. Frederick Rugg and son War- I
ren, cf Jackson Heights, Long Lsland. J
Mrs. George L. St. Clair was host
T. C Falcs and Tom Wilson, of !
ess to the Thimble Club Monday evs- Mrs.
ning at Crescent Beach at a covered Egypt, Mass , and Mrs. Leola Rose,
motored to Cadillac Mountain yes
dish supper.
terday.
In addition to personal notea regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

$5.95

HOUSE PAJAMAS, 39c and 69c

Page Seven

j

FOR SCHOOL?

with or without sleeves
Buy them for over the Holiday and for housework

*.> .>< .** *+ ** 4..:..> *> ** ** .>* .J.
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New Fall Arrivals at

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
Be Chic! Wear a Beret!

Smart Young Fashions

FALL BERETS

GIRLS’ PRINT DRESSES
Just arrived, for school
Sizes 7 to I 6 years

AND THE NEW SOFTEES

Shown in cur Millinery Department

priced at—

We Give S. & H.
Green Stamps

Sizes to 10 years
with Matching Bloomers

NEW FALL PRINTS
Entirely new styles. Priced—

$1.25 and $1.75

$1.98

Browns, Tans, Navy, Wine,
%
Dark Greens, Blacks

KNIT SUITS AND DRESSES
DRESSES AND TWO PIECE SUITS.
In Wines, Browns, Blue Tweed Mixtures,

$5.98

THREE PIECE KNIT SUITS In the New Fall Styles
in Wine, Brown, Navys, Blues, Black and White, Green. Priced at

$10.93 and $16.50
Flannel Bath Robes

Mrs. W. H. Rhodes. Miss Ruth
TWIN SWEATER SETS
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur P. Senter Jr.
Rhodes and Mrs. Ernest Athorn, Sr
of Warren motored to Hallowell have as guests Mr. and Mrs. Lyman j
All New Fall Models
Sunday. Mrs. Achorn and grand H. Morris and son Alan, of Manches- !
daughter Rut.h. ar? remaining to visit ter. N. H.
in
W
ine,
Navy, Green and Brown
Plain Colors and
Mr and Mrs. Norman Gray and Mr.
Scott Kittredge who has been here j
and Mrs. Homer Achorn.
combinations
for a few days returns to Freeport,
Striped
. Mrs. Franklin Wood is the guest Long Island, today, accompanied by
Price, $3.98
of her mother, Mrs. Andrew Smith Mrs. Kittredge and son George after
a visit of several weeks at her former
in Swan's Island.
•
thome in South Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence were
Philip Rounds of New York is ■
SKIRTS
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Pike in
! Fryeburg for the weekend. Satur spending his annual vacation with his 1
day' they attended a picnic at Lal:? parents. Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. 1
All New Fall Models
Keezar, the occasion being reunion Rounds.
Rose, Blue,
To match the Twin Sweater Sets
of classma'.es of Bowdoin College
Mrs.
Nell
Starr
of
Larchmont,
N.
1907, Mr. Lawrence's class.
Browns, Navy, Black, New Blue,
Y.. and Mrs. Margaret Dowst of Bos
Green, Orchid,
Wine
Mrs. Charles A. Emery is confined ton and Winthrop motoring here for
to her home on Pacific street with the McLaughlin concert were over
night guests of Miss Kitty Mc
Price, $3.50
Lavender, Red
a severe bronchial cold.
Laughlin.
_
»
Miss Marian Brawn who has been
Mr and Mrs. Walter Taylor of
spending several weeks with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. William F. Wa’.linglord. Conn. , are guests at
Brawn.
returned
yesterday
to Rockledge Inn.
Simplicity Patterns, 15c. Butterick Patterns in Stock
Holyoke. Mass., where she is director
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Besse of
of religious education in the Baptist.
Church of which Rev. B. P. Browne Swampscott. Mass., were hosts at a
jolly progressive party Saturday
is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Caarles E. McAuliffe
Mr. and Mrs. John Sampson and
night, with the L. E. McRae cottage
Mrs M. F. Lovejoy and daughter as a starting point Dinner at Rock and family and Mrs. Lillian McRae daughter Margaret of Bath were re
Priscilla have returned from a few ledge Inn was followed by attending cf Pleasant street metored io Water cent 3uests of Mr. and Mrs. Myron
days’ Visit with relatives in Portland the dance at Spruce Head. There ville Weanesday to spend the day with Mank.
Mrs. Frank Meservey.
were 27 guests.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Burnham and :l
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint and son
Next Ahinday i- I ah'ir Pay and after that It'- gelling ready for
t hool No* ilh: landing the big advance in prices of almost every
John, together with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R B. Petrie who have daughter Arlene of Portland were |
Mrs. Charles A. Emery recently
Rodney E. Brasier of Thomaston, spent two weeks with relatives and been occupying Mrs. J. R. Flye's cot guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lanscom B.
thing the boy wears, our prices are only slightly changed. Just
were guests Sunday of W B. McCon friends in Kennebunkport and Port tage. ■■Tonawanda.” at Crescent Miller over the weekend.
notice.
nell at Camp Winona, Denmark.
Beach, have returned to Wichita,
land.
SUITS FOR BOYS—8 to 18—each with eoat, vest and two pairs
Mrs. L. M. Rokes visited yesterday
Kansas.
of | ant
$7.50. $9.90
Miss Ellen J. Cochran has returned
Mrs.
Lee
Petter
of
Wiscasset
and
her
Miss Helen Thompson returned to
YOUTHS' SUITS ANO YOUNG MEN'S SUITS—coal, ve t, two
from a visit of several weeks with Middletown, Conn., yesterday after
pair Io.ig pan* : agi . 16 Io 20: and sizes 36, 37, 38
.... $12.50
Howard T. Oates of Cambridge. niece Mis. Howard Taylor in Augusta.
relatives in Bluehill.
spending her annual vacation with Mass, and St. Petersburg. Fla., is a
BLUE SERGE SUITS—Sizes 16, 17. 18 19, 20
................ $15.00
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby. Mrs
SCHOOL i AM s—Knicker ,
$1.00, SI.25, $1.50, $2,011
Miss Margaret Hellier is in Bos 5 her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. I guest at Wessaweskeag Inn.
Stanley Walsh and son Stanley, Mrs 1
SHORTS
....................................... ...................................... 65c, 75c
ton t.o attend the Ollchrest-Williams Thompson.
Harvey Pease and son Alan of Wis
YOUNG MEN'S LONG PANTS
$2.50. $3.50
wedding which takes place tomor
Miss Lois Hagerman of Waldoboro casset. motored to Washington yes-)
SWEATERS Eoi: MEN—Eancica at .............................
$150. $2.50
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Wheeler and is guest of Miss Eleanor Bird.
row. John Creighton of Thomaston
i
terday
to
visit
Miss
Virginia
Pease
at
Heavy Crew Necks at
$3.50, $5.oo
daughter Ruth are at the Dow cot
will be one of the ushers.
Medomak Camp.
Coat'.........................
.................................................................................................. $500
tage, Crawford Lake, for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jameson at The
i ortdv
j
.............................
$1.00. $1.25. $1.98
Miss Ellen J. Cochran has as
Highlands have as guests for three
BLOUSES ANO SHIRTS FOR BOYS—Kavnee Brands—the
AT SUMMER’S NEST
guests Mr. and Mrs Chandler Bow ’ The Chummy Club had picnic supIo I iver—one big line of tin sc at
75e
den and daughter Rebecca of Sar- 1 per Tuesday with Mrs. Pearl Look. weeks Mr. and Mrs. William Scho
ZIPPER JACKETS for boys, at
$2.98. For men. at $3.50, $5 00
Bridge honors were won by Mrs. field of South Boston.
Mrs. A. R. Benedict charmingly en
gentville.
RAIN ( OATS, for boys, at $2.50, $3.00. For men, $3.50, $500. $7.00
! Frank Fields and Mrs. Bertha Hig
tertained members of the garden
Miss Eleanor Griffith Is guest cf
Mr. and Mrs. L. O.Haskell, Mrs. gins.
Here's something for you to remember! If at any time you purMrs. Lloyd Kelley, Dorchester, Mass. clubs of Rockland, Camden and
Ernest Munro, Mrs. Harold Thomas
cha c good', hire and they are not jatis.'actory in every' way Just
Pcrtland
Tuesday
at
Summer's
Nest,
Alvary Gay was recently tendered
and daughter Ruth motored to Cadpack then up. put them in the mail—if you cannot come yourself—
Misses Helen Delano, Virginia her summer home at Medomak. Those
! iliac Mountain yesterday.
a happy surprise as a birthday ob
put a little note in th< m and >cnd them to us and we’ll do the rest.
servance. Cards furnished the chief Proctor, Ruth Richards and Mrs. who availed themselves cf the invita
Miss Florence Smallev returned to I diversion, and refreshments featured Ruth Perry Barnard spent Tuesday
Gardiner yesterday to resume teach- •a festive birthday cake. Guests were at Camp Richardson, North Warren. tion experienced a delightful day
made so by the beautiful gardens, the
1 ing school.
1 Misses Mary and Dorothy Lawry,
Mrs. Percy Merrifield and daugh unusual estate and the delightful
Oram Lawry Jr., Richard Stoddard,
Mrs. Adelbert L. Miles is spending Stanley Gay, Crosby Ludwick, Ken ter Nathalie are at the Crass cottage, hc.pltality of Dr. ana Mrs. Benedict.
a few days with her husband in neth Orcutt, and Hugh Benner.
Cooper's Beach, until after Labor Day. Mrs. Benedict received her guests
Portland.
FRIDAY
in hpr native German costume, a
Joseph Gardside and Stewart San gewn of sprigged challie in shades of
Miss Elizabeth Hagar returned yesI Miss Doris Hyler, accompanied bv
ders of Milton, Mass., were guests blue and pink, worn with a black
I want to sin and suffer
! her grandmother, Mrs. Elizabeth i terday from Rockledge Inn.
Sunday of County Attorney and Mrs. bodice, apron and cap. She fitted
.
. . and all I do is suffer!
Mills of Warren, and Mrs. Amanda
Mrs. Edward Gonia and guest, Mrs. Jerome C Burrows. It was literally perfectly Into the picture as the
Choate and Mrs. Walter Dimick.
Th Goody Girl of the Ipsie-Wipsie Wash Cloth
“a flying visit" as the young men estate is worked out to reflect Ger
Carl
Clark
of
Marlboro,
Mass
,
Mrs.
motored t.o Portland Saturday, Mrs.
radio hour .‘tripped eff her sweet disguise and toid
came by airplane, and made the trip
Mills and Mrs. Choate attending the E. W. Freeman and Mrs. George W. in one hour and 50 minutes. Mr. many In many respects. Fronting on
the officials of the company the facts of life!
the Medomak river, the estate covers
. Three Quarter Century Club me?t- Gay. with Stanley Gay as chauffeur
Burrows made his first flight during many acres. There are a main house
motored to Bangor yesterday.
, ing at Port Williams.
their stay.
and a guest house, the former em
Miss Marian Brawn of Holyoke,
bodying nautical touches In many
Misses Margaret Hellier and Allc?
ways. There Is a picturesque summer
, Hellier. Edward Hellier, Jr., and ’Mass . Miss Eva Witham of Brookline.
house, many tempting books and
| Georg? and Edward Wendell of Mil- (Mass., and Mrs. B. P. Browne of
1 Private Life of a Radio Star
ton. Mass., have returned from the Holyoke, recently returned from a
scats scattered over the grounds, an
with
four
days'
motor
trip
to
Quebec,
reCentury of Progress Exposition.
exquisite pool on which floaLs two
turning bj’ the way of Vermont and
1 Chicago.
graceful
swans,
and
another
pool
Ginger
Rogers
STEAMSHIP LINES with beautiful lilies mirrored in its
the Dixfield Notch.
Norman Foster
Mrs. C. S. Palmer of Gardiner and
surface, and then there is the huge
Mrs. Mary Daly of Lawrence. Mass
Mr and Mrs. Richard Hodson .and
Zazu Pitts
gaiden of annuals now at the height
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton son Spaulding who have been at Mrs
of their bloom, still gorgeous despite
Palmer at Lucia Beach.
Hodson's former home in South
the heavy rain of last Thursday.
SATURDAY
Thomaston for several weeks return
There is also a field of golden rod
Mr. and Mrs. Charl'?s Morton, ac to Reeds Ferry, N. H., today.
in which bachelor's buttons have
YES !
Daily including Sundays
companied by Supt. and Mrs. E. A
been naturalized, so that the picture
Smalley of Vinalhaven. motored to
John Hagar has returned to Chi Read Down
Read Up of gold and blue is lovely.
I’d Do It All Over Again!
At one
Cadillac Mountain Sunday.
cago after spending 10 days with his
ide of the estate rise ledges, and
BANGOR
mother, Mrs. Ernest Hagar.
I'D BURY MY PAST hazard my future—lose my friends—
locking down on the gardens seems
John Dorgan has returned t.o
5:30AM
Due 7:30 P M
Lv. ROCKLAND
for the lov? of this one woman!
like a glimp e c-f fairyland Tables
10:45 A M.
Lv. 2:30 P.M.
Due BANGOR
! Weston. Mass., after visiting his
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Connors and
were placed on the lawns and basket
brother, D. J. Dorgan, for two weeks son have returned to Bangor follow
Her love tilled my heart and stole my senses. I wooed her
lunch was augmented by cold drinks
BOSTON
won her took her from the arms of my best friend! And
I Mrs. Herman Carr and Miss Marie ing a visit with Dr and Mrs. Perley 8:30 PM. Lv. ROCKLAND
for her. I'd do it all over again!
Due 4:30 A M. and hot coffee served by Mrs. Bene
Damon.
6:30 A M.
Due BOSTON
Lv. 5:30 P M.
dict.
Dorgan entertained at cards and
Among those attending from the
luncheon Monday night., the occaMrs
Florence
Keen,
Mrs.
Ida
Bab>
BAR HARBOR LINE
local garden club were Mrs. David
i sion serving as a miscellaneous
Due 6 45 P.M. Talbot, Mrs. E. W. Berry. Mrs. Lester
shower for Miss Adela'fie Tlraiton bidge, Mrs. Alvin Oxton. Mrs. Cand- 5:30 A M Lv. ROCKIAND
with
Lv. 1:30 P.M.
whose marriage to Charles Kilton ol age and Miss Ava Whitney attended Jl:30AM. Due BAR HARBOR
Sherman, Mrs. Robert N. Mc,cr, Mrs
Machias is to b? an early fall event. the meeting of the Three Quarter
Frank Ingraham, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
BROOKUN LINE
Bridge honors were won by Miss Century Club Saturday at Portland.
Shaw. Miss Edith Bicknell, Mrs. P. P
5:30 AM.
Lv. ROCKLAND
Due
6:30 P M.
Celia Brault and Miss Avis BlackBicknell, Miss Lucy French. Mr8:30 A.M.
Due BROOKUN
Lv. 3:15 P.M.
FAY WRAY
RAQUEL TORRES
A
remarkable
holiday
offer
on
tire
ington. Miss Trafton received many
Fred Carter. Mrs. E. M. O'Neil, Mrs.
trade-ins is made today by Fireproof
nice gifts of linen, lingerie, e!.3.
Daylight Saving Time
Charles II. Berry, Mr Iiulpli I.. WigNow Playing
SHOWS
Garage, a great opportunity to buy
gin, Mrs. Arthur F. I amb. Mrs. Her“Reunion in
2.0". 6.45. 8.45
A special holiday showing of sev Another offer is the Fireproof's $1.00 FARES GREATLY REDUCED vey Allen. Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton.
Vienna"
eral models of the New V-8 Fords before the inevitable price advance, For reservations apply
Coot. Saturday
Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. Charles H
John Barrymore
will open today at Fireproof Garage, for your old battery deal—get a new
2 to 10.30
Mcrey, Miss Elizabeth Morey, Miss
ROCKLAND WHARF
cars and trusks in different colors battery at this special price before
Mabel Pillsbury. Mrs. Ella P. Orinies,
COMING SOON—“TUGBOAT ANNIE" with MARIE DKESSLER
' winter.—adv.
and models.—adv.
Mrs A. C. McLoon.

$3.98
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WILLIS AYER

CENTURY

OF PROGRESS VOTES

These merchants are eo-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.
MARKETS

MEN’S WEAR

Perry’s Foodland

Gregory’s
416 Main St.,_______________ Rockland

Rockland

428 Main St.,

REFRIGERATION, FEEL OIL

DEPARTMENT STORES

A. C. McLoon Co.

F ulIer-Cobb-Davis
328

Main

503 Main

St.,

Rockland

Rockland

St.,

COLLISION WORK

GARAGES

Kent’s
581

Main St.,

Rockland Body & Fender
Shop

‘
Rockland

655 Main St.,______________ Rockland

LADIES’ WEAR

DREG STORES

Cutler’s
363 Main St.,

Comer Drug Store
Rockland

422

Main

St.,

Rockland

Auto Electric

Wall Paper

Farrel Co., Inc.

C. M. Blake Store

643 Main Street

662 Main Street

Drug Stores
McCARTY’S
603 Main Street

Shoe Repairing
ROCKLAND SHOE
REPAIRING CO

Roots and Shoes
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Main Street

NEWRERT’S
306 Main Street

Cleaning and Pressing
I. L. CROSS
457 Main Street,

Eish Market
FRED HASKELL
Main Street

Restaurants

Fruit
NAUM A ADAMS
220 Main Street

Jewelry

C. E. DANIELS
370 Main Street

Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
STOVER FEED MEG. CO.

86 Park Street

I

Radio, Sporting Goods
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
442 Main Street
Furniture

STUDLEY FURN. CO.
Main Street
Hardware
H. H. CRIE CO.
456 Main Street
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Roots and Shoes
McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 Main Street,
Rockland

-101-118

EASTERN

"PROFESSIONAL
SWEETHEART”

Failings from

^ROCKLAND

“THE WOMAN I STOLE”

JACK HOLT

Every-Other-Day
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phony,” Sylvia Thompson; “Venetian
CAMELS DON’T JANGLE MY NERVES'
Blindj," Ethel Mannin.
Non-fiction;
In the Curtis Memorial Series Retired Business Man, Long
“Always a Orand Duke," Alexan
Active Here,
Dies In
At Camden — Eminent
der, Orand Duke of Russia; “British
Agent." Bruce Lockhart; “Flying
Vinalhaven
Stars Shone
— And The —
Carpet,"
Richard
Halliburton;
E. Mont Perry, for many years a
The Curtis Memorial concerts
"House of Exile," Nora Wain; “Life
which have provided such a wealth of prominent factor in local business
Begins at Forty,” Walter Pitkin;
glorious music during the summer circles, and who observed his 85th
"Living Philosophies;" "Marie AnWINNIFRED COUGHLIN .... Librarian tionette,"
season came to a close Priday night, birthday Jan. -1, died Tuesday at
Stephen Zweig; “New
1932 this club finished 100 per cent
4-H Club Notes
when Camden Opera House saw rep the home of his niece, Mrs. L. R.
Deal," Stuart Chase; "100,000,000
Every week-day: 9 a. m to 8 30 p. m.
with
an
enrollment
of
20
At
present
Simonton's
Corner
Fair
will
be
resentative musicians and music Smith ln Vinalhaven, where he had
Guinea Pigs."
there are 30 projects enrolled. Helen
BOOKS ARK
devotees gathered to pay tribute to spent most of his time since leaving held Saturday at Community hall. Oldls
of this club is one of the few Mines ot profitable Information.
Ribbons will be awarded to 4-H Club
It is rather difficult matter for
the art of Mme. Lea Luboshutz. vio Knox Hospital.
members in the county who is en Ouldes to culture and the open mind. you to watch the whole procession
I members exhibiting their work.
linist. Felix Salmond, ’cellist, and
Escape from care and monotony,
rolled
in
four
projects
and
has
over
Eber Montgomery Perry was a son
Shlpa of adventure^ and discovery.
Boris Goldovsky, pianist.
of books and to pick out from bril
of Samuel B Perry, merchant at
Waldoboro "Sunny Side Up" 4-H the minimum requirements com
for heart hunger.
The rendition of Beethoven's Trio Ingraham Hill. His father moved to Club Ls holding its local contest to pleted in each project. Mrs. Celia Food
Comrades along life's highway.
liant jackets those titles thal you
in D major lOeister* Op 70. No. 1. Vinalhaven in 1860 and was in the day. This is the tlrst. contest to be Oldis is the leader of the Sunny
• • • •
feel you may care to read ,to own
stands out as onc of the finest things grocery business there for five years.' held in Knox-Lincoln for 1933. In Side Up" Club.
Keeping Up With Books
and to give to others. You'll find it
done in the chamber music these con during which period he built the
The library has been forced, by interesting and pleasant to come in
certs have provided.
Again was hotel known as the Central House.
driven home the wonderful gift
The boy attended the village ]
reason of reduced appropriations and meet your old friends of other
Beethovjn had in thematic develop prhools. and after coming to this,
and Increased demands upon their seasons and other years, also to meet
ment, so richly shown in this par
new ones and learn from them of
ticular trio to which the three art
this much money for booze, they cer book collections, to extend the rental their new experiences.
(Continued from Page One)
ists gave a memorable performance
tainly will not have lt to spend for collection as a means of minimizing
• • • •
Again was noted the instrumental
a conscientious observer of law and bread or c’.othiifg or shelter. It’s a
command of Mme. Luboshutz and Mr
Everyone will want to read “Ro
the difficulties that have arisen in
if these infractions have already oc question who the people would
8almond. with Mr Goldovsky only a
the present emergency. It is hoped mantic and Historic Maine," by A ing the past five years and it is fit and diagrams and a table of quotasmall pace behind Mr. Goldovsky
curred, what can we expect as time rather keep going, the brewer, distil
Hyatt Verrlll. When one finishes ting that those gains be summed t.:or.s indicating th eopinion of emi
t.hat all borrowers will realize that
had clean and brilliant touch and
ler. and saloon-keeper, or the grocer. I
goes
on?
”
reading this book, one agrees hearti up at this time. The present volume nent. Americans on the necessity for
sharply dafined tone. He is only a
A relative of mine on her way home the clothier and the baker. And il this means a gradual increase in the ly with Mr. Verrlll that no state in Just off the press is a comprehen an adequate commeroial fleet.
lad—23 years old—and as his art ma
• • • •
by bus wrote from New York: “I haa the Government gets over 300 million regular book collection. Hence, our the Union has a more romantic and sive reference work on the status of
tures subtlety wil! develop
Mr. Salmond's magnificent playing
ocean
transport
and
foreign
trade.
in
taxes
from
the
liquor
traffic,
I'm
|
motto
"Take
a
Rental."
six hours' wait among a lot of bums
In response to an earlier plea, L.
colorful history than Maine. ^"Ro
veritably held the audience absorbed.
and drunks I was afraid I might fall wondering how much of It will Eave The following list has been added: mantic and Historic Maine" reads Various phases of shipping and com O. Haskell. 47 Bread street, has pre
Hts art shows remarkable tone con
merce are covered, including ship sented the library wit.h a beautiful
asleep. It was an awful place to to be paid out for increase ln costs of
trol. an exquisite sense of modulation
"Anne Vickers," Sinclair Lewis; like fiction—filled with dramatic ex
stop." Before prohibition there was courts, jails, poorhouses, ec.
and shading, marvelous technique
ploits and discoveries, with bucca construction and operator, ocean bunting flag, making the gift
and always poise. Mr. Salmond was
We are told that the 18th Amend- “Anthony Adverse," Hervey Allen; neering and Indian massacres; and routes, marine insurance, safely and through the Daughters of the Sons
little bus travel and much less autorecalled many times. Mr Goldov
motxle. Thc question is, what are the ment can't be enforced. We might as "As the Earth Turns,'' Gladys H. peopled with famous characters like the relation of ships to national de- of Veterans. Much to our sorrow
sky accompanied admirably and Mr
folks who desire to travel by bus ln well be told the Ten Commandments Carroll; "Bachelor's Bounty." Grace Hendrick Hudson. Sir Walter Ral fense. The book ls divided in ten it no longer waves, for the halyard
Salmond included him in the tribute
can't be. As a matter of fact lt is Richmond; "Boat of Longing," Ole eigh* John Alden, Miles Standish. major sections, each introduced witii has been stolen frem the pole and
the
future to expect?
of applause.
But what about the liquor crowd remarkable how well the 18th E. Rolvaag; "Clue of the Eyelash," Champlain. Baron de Castin, and a foreword from an authority In since lt is the second within a short
Before the final trio Rev. Ralph H
Hayden, rector of St. Thomas Epis
and politics? Listen to this from the Amendment has been enforced ln the Carolyn Wells; "Crooks in the Sun many others. The most important that specific field. There are also period of time we feel it. useless to
copal Church and general chair
secretary of the organized liquor face of so much unAmerican opposi shine. E. Phillips Oppenheim, Fog. and interesting feature of this par- many illustrations, various charts replace, only to be stolen again.
man of the concert course, paid elo
group already referred to, speaking tion.
Williams, V. & Simms, D.; “Grand ticuij, book
surprising wealth
What can be done about it!
quent tribute to the late Cyrus H K
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
• • • •
to hls organization: “Now that you
We are told “we can’t make men Canary.
Archibald J.
Cronin; of hitherto undiscovered or forgotten
Curtis, in whose memory these con
STEAMBOAT CO.
certs have been given. Father Hay
are organized, you can be heard at sober by law." It was never Intended "Hard)' Perennial.
Helen Hull,, incidents.
Mr. Verrlll, himself a
“Let us look upon our library not
den stressed the interest in and love cit.y in 1863 was a pupil at the Grace City Hall and Harrisburg and you that the 18th Amendment or its en •Imitation of Life," Fannie HurSt; Malne man whose ancestors were j
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
as an end in itself, but as a means
JUNK 20 TO SRPTKMBER 13
of music possessed by Mr. Curtis street school. He then entered the will not be turned down.’’
forcement
laws
should
make
anybody
"Inheritance." Phyllis Bentley; "Last pioneers in the territory, has collectEastern Standard Time
to an end. It is a mistaken ambition
employ
of
his
uncle.
Calvin
Ingra

through his entire life, and that many
DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Three hundred million of dollars or sober; they were Intended to prevent Adam, James G. Cozzens; Little ed [bis material from innumerable
to read as many books as possible
of his philanthropies went to musical ham. who was a merchant and ship
Vinalhaven Line
endeavor. "Knowing this," Father builder. hls shipyard being located thereabouts are counted on by the the selfish and greedy from making Man What Now," Hans Fallada; sources.
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except within a year, or to attempt religi
Sunday at 6 00 A. M and *2 00 P. M
Hayden concluded, “it is most fitting in what later became known as the government from the liquor traffic in men drunk and imbecile and crimi "Protecting Margot.." Alice Rosman;1
• • • •
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M and j ously to read the complete works of
that our tribute to his memory be Rockland stoneyard. This was fol taxes, when and if the 18th Amend- nal.
This, or any other gov- “Men of Good Will." Jules Romains;
Those interested in maritime mat- 320 P M Returning steamer leaves a number of authors The man who
lowed
by
a
year's
clerkship
in
the
paid in music."
‘
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4 30 P. M
Mme. Luboshutz was handsomely boot and shoe store owned bv John ment is repealed. That means the emment has no Inherent or moral "Protecting Margot." Alfce Rosman; ters will be pleased to learn that the Arriving at Rockland 9 50 A. M. and buries himself in his library and ex
T.
Berry.
2d.
American people must spend about right to license either directly or in "Provincial Lady in London." E. library has acquired a copy of “The 5 50 P M
ists only in the books therein is an
gewned in white lustreless silk,
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Then came what Mr. Perry re
Elizabeth
DelaPastuxe;
"Queer American Merchant Marine." a ship 8teamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex unsocial, stagnant creature; but the
trimmed with silver, and she wore garded as one ot the most interesting three billion dollars before the Gov directly Injury or crime.
Sunday at 6 00 A M Stonington
diamonds in her ears. At the close periods of his career—a 14 months’ ernment gets 300 million. That Is
May the great God-fearing. Ameri Street." Edward Shanks: "Ransom.” ping hand-book Just issued by the cept
55. North Haven 7.50: due to arrive at one who reads as a means of attain
of the Beethoven trio she was pre stay at Dix Island, where he man to say, the booze crowd is to be paid can State of Maine be the first to say Grace L. Hill; "South Moon Under," leading American shipping associa- 8Rockiand
about 9oo a m
Returnng. ing to a more productive life among
sented with a sheaf of gorgeous aged the Dix Island market.
... ...
„ leaves Rockland ’2 00 P M. North Haven
nearly three billion dollars to collect to the liquor forces “thus far shall Marjorie V. Rawlins; "Store," T. S. tions ln cooperation Wtth
the
U.
S
3.00. Stonington 4.00: due to arrive at hls fellowmcn is the one who has
gladioli.
I The granite boom was at it.v
Swan's
Island about
5 00 P M.train fron) gained the true riches of literature."
thou go and no further."
Stribling; "Strangers Return," Phil Shmnine
In the audience were many distin height and the 50-acre island had 300 millions for Uncle Sam.
»n pptng Board
uoa.a
.On arrlval
of ,fternoon
Francis H. Tees Stong; "They Brought. Their Wom
guished musicians, among them Fritz a population of about 1.000 persons,
But If the American people spend (
The American Merchant Marine ■ Boston,
—Robert Sturgis Ingersoll in "Open
Reiner and William Harms of the most of whom were stonecutters and
*
B nene«iNA?ent
en,” Edna Perber; "Unfinished Sym- has made encouraging strides dur- {n-tr
that Door.”
Curtis Institute. Among those com quarrymen, who had emigrated from
two
traveling
afoot,
about
20
feet
STRAND THEATRE
ing many miles were Mrs Harry Tor the old country.
apart, and with no protection. Had
rens and daughter. Anna Torrens DyThe island had t.wo stores — the the gangsters suspected the valuable
“As If the world will end if I don't
mond. accompanied by Wilbur market which was managed by Mr
Ccchrane. all of Bangor. Mrs. Dv- Perry; and a combination office and contents of the hand-bag carried by go to bed and mush and milk every
Mr
Perry
—
but
they
didn't.
night at 9 o'clock! I don't want to
mond is a talertted cellist, of the general store. Meats for the market
Mr Perry came back home, after
were supplied by George Daggett of spending less than half a year at be a national Institution: I want to
Bar-gor Symphony Orchestra
At the close of the concert an in- Rockland and were the best to be "The Hub" to be again be with his be like other girls. I want a beau I
formal reception was held at the at found anywhere. An egg dealer family. Arriving here he engaged in1 That is the bitter cry of Glory Eden,
tractively decorated Yacht Club tc visited the island regularly and there the grocery business at the comer the Purity Girl of the Air, portrayed
by Ginger Rogers in “Professional
meet the artists who had given so was an abundance of fresh flsh. of Main and Warren streets.
Sweetheart." Friday.
generously of their talent. An ex right from the boats.
He liked the locality and the com
Glory gets fame instead of love. |
In fact the fare served on Dix munity
pression of appreciation of the tow-nsliked
him
—
so
well
that
he
people was made by Percy R Keller, Island in thc roaring Seventies wav tore down t.wo old stores, built a new mush instead of caviar, and milk In
town manager, who announced tha as good as could be found anywhere. one. and remained in business there stead of champagne. She is wed to
Mr. Perry came back to Rockland 23 years. He retired from the mar the Ippsie-Wippsie Wash Cloth Hour
more than $1200 will be netted from
the, ticket sale, through the gen in 1872 as clerk for the late Bernard ket in 1902. bought the Charles A and must remain as pure and un- 1
erosity of the artists and the small Weeks, who was agent of the East Ha'kell store at The Brook and con touched as thc Ipswich wash cloth I
ern Express Co. He held the posi- ducted a fruit and candy store about she exploits. Defying her sponsors |
expense involved.
she tears up her contract, destroying j
1 tion seven years, and one of his most ’.wo and one-half years.
interesting and Important duties was
her morality clause, and flatly refuses
Mr.
Perry
retired
fom
active
busiTHE NATIVES RACED
she ls permitted to J
to carry th? payroll, between $90,000 ness In 1905 but idleness did not ap- to re-sign_i—unless
—.
.
,
and $100,000 to Dix Island.
peal to him. and since that time he
Mr. Perry's method of procedure had clerked or substituted in a out all night, dance, flirt and be gen
A
♦
Exciting Day At Camden
W
was very simple. *He was taken to
erally indiscreet.
When Local Captains Took Ash Point bv team, and was met dozen stores from Northend to
Menaced by monsters and madmen
Southend.
there by David Geyer who rowed him
Mr Perry had always been inter in her recent pictures. Fay Wray, at
Shark Boats Out
AS LOW AS
across to the bustling granite set ested in citv affairs but beyond tractive motion picture actress, has'
tlement in a whaleboat. Mr. Perry
at last been given a role wherein she
The Finnish shark boats which carried a loaded revolver, of course, serving one term in the Common herself provides most of the danger. 1
have furnished to much good sport but confessed that he wouldn't have Council and 15 years as overseer of The film is Columbia's "The Woman
lor Camden summer residents this had the courage to shoot with it. poor, had never had an ambition to I Stole," featuring Jack Holt and Fay
hold public office. He was a director
season were turned to "natives" Tues What might have happened in the of
the Loftn & BuUdl
Wray, showing Sal
Saturday.
Miss Wray plays Vida Corew, an al
day, and the ensuing 12-mile race event of an emergency is another and a member of A®rora Lodge ,
from the red spindle Harbor Ledges, matter.
luring and sophisticated woman ot
(The Roadster)
F A M . and Knox Lodge. I O.O.F
Mr. Perry would deliver the money
to Mark Island buoy, thence to En
Mr Perry was a friend to every the world, who, not content with the
to
the
clerk
of
the
granite
company,
sign Island, back to Dillingham
body, having a kindly and congenial love of her husband, becomes involved
Ledge spar buoy, and thence to the ‘ but fully two-thirds of it would still p-J-sonalitv that never faltered in in a romantic affair with Holt, an oil1
2-door Sedan, >635
starting point was full of thrills for be in his possession when he re the four score and five .rears that he magnate. Despite the picture s locale
Standard
Coupe, <635
-- earth, Hls in Northern Africa. Miss Wray wears 1
the onlookers and participants. Cash turned to the mainland, and he -had• spent upon this
many alluring Parisian gowns—adv
prizes amounting to $50 were given. would work until midnight issuing passing saddens many homes.
Sport Coupe, <670
drafts on England. Scotland and Ire
The summary:
land.
where
many
of
the
men
had
talent
but
to
make
a
general
appeal
'
Finnan Haddie—Capt. Ted Eaton
CAMDEN ORGAN RECITAL
2-door Touring Sedan, <675
to the music loving public. It will 1
and Capt. Howard Anderson, 2 hr. 44 families.
Mr. Perry went to Boston in 1879.
4-door Sedan, <695
James O' Hara, organist, is to pre be:
min 05 sec.
was employed five months in the
Sonata Trltartltr
Gordon Balch Nevln ;
Pezzazz No 13—Capt Everett Red and
sent
a
recital
at
the
First
Congrega

express office on Devonshire street,
Convertible Coupe, <695
Toccata and Fuge In D minor
Bach
man and Capt. Rodney Gray, 2 hr. 56 and here again
_
_ entrusted
_ _ tional Church in Camden Sundav Baritone—Charity
.................... Hageman
he was
•
min. 05 sec.
with many thousands of dollars' - Lining at 7.30 He will be assisted; The Knlght of Bethlehem
th™
Vixen—Capt Wilbur Mills, 2hrs. 57 bank money which he was called ^V Ralph Wilson of Whitehall Inn.
Mr Wll5on
All prices f. a. A. Pontiac. Special equipment
min. .08 sec.
upon to deliver in many questionable baritone soloist. Mr. O'Hara's pro- By the Brook ............................. BoisdetTre
extra. Available on G. M. A. C terms.
Crag—Capt. Raymond Conley, 3 localities. He was usually accom- j gram has been carefully chosen, not The Bclls of ste Anne
RuaMli
hrs. .05 min. 25 sec.
A Genera I Motors Value. Tbe 4-door Sedan
panied by another messenger, the I onlv to display his own splendid1 Finlandia
Sibelius
Time. Capt. Dan Cole, 3 hrs. .07
min. 42 sec.
Bubbles III. Capt Carney Ander
son. 3 hrs. 11 min., 52 sec
Flicker II. Capt. Howard Derry, 3
hrs. 28 min. .06 sec.
A FEW OF OUR
Wild Flower, Capt. Leslie Stinson,
3 hrs. 30 min. .04 sec.
A ROLL OF SUCCESS
Tide. Capt. Richard Burgess, 3 hrs.,
1. A STRAIGHT EIGHT ENGINE that develops 77 horse
7. FISHER REINFORCED STEEL BODIES ... the kind used
33 min. 41 sec.
power and 78 actual miles per hour . . . smooth miles,
on the highest priced cars ... no compromises with
Did not finish: Twells III, Capt.
effortless
miles.
Below is given a partial list of former students
quality in order to simplify production.
Jack Raynes; Hi-E-Pus II. Capt.
picked at random from among our graduates:
WHO ARE NOW
2. THE FISHER VENTILATION SYSTEM that gives occupants
Archie Herrick; Thousand Eye. Capt
8.
FULL PRESSURE METERED LUBRICATION to every
Eleanor Hansen. McDougall-Ladd Co., Camden
Premont C. Arey; Fin, Capt. John E.
engine hearing . . . maybe you don't understand what that
of your car fresh air in the amount each desires ... that lets
Clarence Heald, W. U. Mgr., Bloomfield, N. J.
Husby; Satana II, Capt. John Wads
means, hut uhat a difference it makes in carefree perform
you laugh at the weather . . . that guards the family health.
Christine Brown, Georges River W. Mill, Warren
worth.
ance and long life.
Harriet Burgess, The Courier-Gazette
3. MODERN APPEARANCE, including V-shaped radiator,
Following the race a special supper
Gretchen Fletcher, U. S. Gov. Civil Service
9. CROSS-FLOW RADIATOR, giving positive, efficient,
streamlined bodies, valanced fenders .. . fresh as tbe latest
for captains, crews and families was
Geneva Huke, Dr. It W. Bickford
IN POSITIONS IN WHICH
uniform cooling ... a great performance and long-life
style note, smart as a Paris creation.
served in the Yacht Club by Mrs.
Lena Kettunen, Attorney C. A. Perry, Camden
factor, exclusive to Pontiac.
Henry and Mrs. Watson. An orches
Perley Brackett, Mgr. W. U. Peabody, Mas.
4. AMPLE SIZE for roominess and comfort, ample length
10. A MODERN CAR in every sense, not practically out of
tra directed by Clarence A. Fish
Ada Coleman, Thurston Oil Co.
for smooth performance ... 1 15-inch wheelbase—remember
played popular music for the singing,
Blaine Merrill, Bkgr. Portland
date the minute you buy it—but advanced, protecting the
and compare.
led by Howard and Carney Anderson.
Howard Swift, Bkgr. Bank, New York City
future trade-in value.
Capt. Archie Herrick acted as
Frank Thomas, Bkgr. Armour & Co.
5. AMPLE WEIGHT for safety and roadability . . . 4-door
You will find ALL of these vital features
Bertram Gardner, Mgr. W. V. Livermore Falls
toastmaster and called on each of the
only in the Pontiac Economy Straight Eight
Sedan, 3265 pounds at the curb . . . it's good to feel plenty
Edna Overlock, Simmons & Hammond
competing captains for remarks. The
•
•
•
•
of car under you!
Lewis Smalley, Swift & Co.
lift of alibis shows that there are not
But you don't know Pontiac . . . even from thia description. You
Itilma Bradstreet, I. L. Snow & Co.
only some expert yachtsmen in this
6. DEFINITE PROOF OF FUEL ECONOMY ... more than
cant know Pontiac ... till you drive it. Doit... and do it now. Then
Harriet Wilson, John Bird Co.
eection, but that they are ingenious
fifteen miles to the gallon • • . just ask any Pontiac owner!
you'll know why Pontiac outsells all other cars in its price range!
Langdon Crockett, I. L. Snow Co.
thinkers as well.
Gianini
Arico,
Stenographer,
N.
Y.
The banquet and postprandial ex
Phyllis Snowman, A. C. McLoon Co.
ercises was followed by dancing.

E. MONT PERRY

THE FINAL CONCERT

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
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MAINE AND PROHIBITION
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Pontiac
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You are entitled to a

*
BIG, MODERN STRAIGHT EIGHT

when you pay even as much as these low prices

*585

... and in your next car, demand

ALL THESE VITAL FEATURES:

GRADUATES

WORKING

<
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CHARM
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ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

I

♦I BEAUTY SHOPPE *
Permanent Waving *
a Specialty
% I 43 Main St., Thomaston*

Tei. I 34
102-104 ♦
v4"f>4,4,4"5,*****************4'

WE
HAVE
PLACED
THEM

BUSINESS HOUSES SUPPLIED WITH COMPETENT HELP FREE OF

PONTIAC

WORLD’S LARGEST BUILDER OF STRAIGHT EIGHTS

CHARGE

FALL TERM STARTS
SEPTEMBER 11 th

ENROLL NOW!

DO YOUR PART
% WE’LL DO OURS

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1000
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

